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INTRODUCTION.

Complemented Banach algebras were introduced as

successive generalisations "by Saworotnow jjlOjand Tomiuk [12J
of the H"t-algehras of .Ambrose ( Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 65

(19^9) ). The algebras which we shall consider are these

that are called complemented in [12^; an H^algebra is a
Banach algebra that is also a Hilhert space and in which

the involution is intimately related to the inner product.

A complemented algebra is not assumed to be a Filbert space?

nor to have an involution^ but there is a mapping defined
on its sets of closed one-sided ideals that satisfies the

important structural properties of orthogonal complementation.

If such a mapping can be defined only on, sayf the set of

all closed right ideals then the algebra is said to be right

complemented, In an H —algebra the orthogonal complement

of a closed right ideal is equal to the set of adjoints of

the left annihilator of the ideal. The starting point of

this investigation was the projected result of Tomiuk that,

In the special case of a right complemented algebra that was

also a topologically simple complex B*-algebra^ It was possible
to induce a subsidiary involution with respect to which the

complement of any closed right ideal was again the set of

adjoints of its left annihilator. This proves to be true

If the algebra has no minimal one-sided ideals of finite

dimension'. In •oMef to isolate, the extra property that is

satisfied in this Infinite dimensional case we introduce

the concept of a continuous ^CompIem^htPr. ©haptdr 2 is a study
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of continuous complementers in a B —algebra. The main

result is thatyif a B*C.algebra has no minimal one—sided ideals
that are two-dimensional}then a necessary and sufficient
condition that a complementer can he exhibited in the required

form is that it he continuous. The contents of sections

2 and 3 and U (as far as Theorem is shortly to he

submitted for publication in a joint paper with B.J.Tomiuk

hut this portion of the paper is essentially the work of the

present author.

The definition of continuity of a complementer given in

Chapter 2 is essentially a relative one; a complemented
1^-

B —algebra is dual and such an algebra always has at least

one natural complementor of the required form defined by the

given involution in the algebra. We have defined a general

complementor to be continuous if a certain mapping between
two sets of minimal idempotents corresponding to the two

complementers is continuous. This does not admit generalis¬

ation to the non-B* case. However, by examining the project¬

ion operators associated with a right complementor, we are

able to give an equivalent definition that can be extended to

any right complementor in any Banach algebra. Thus in

Chapter we study continuous right complementers in a general

semi-simple Banach algebra. In this case the algebra need

not be an annihilator algebra,,and so discussion of the

question previously formulated Is only possible when this

addition! assumption is made. However, even then we find

thatyWhile an involution can be defined on a subaigebra, it
is not in general possible to define It on the whole algebra.
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Thus our main emphasis in this Chapter is on what was shown

in the B*~-case to he an equivalent ppoblem; viz the

construction of a Hilhert space representation through which

the complementor is naturally exhibited. Perhaps the most

important result in this Chapter is that any semi—simple

Banach algebra with no minimal left ideals of dimension two

and with a continuous right complementer has a faithful

continuous representation on a Hilbert space; further the

complement of any closed r>ight ideal R is the set of elements

of the algebra whose images under the representation map

the Hilbert space into the orthogonal complement of the

subspace generated by the images of the elements of R. Thus

we see that in the general semi—simple case we obtain results

that are very similar to those that can be obtained in the

B -case. Another result of this kind is that?if a semi-simple
Banach algebra with a continuous right complementor satisfies

the weakest of the annihiiator conditions — it is either

a left or a right annihiiator algebra — then it is already

an annihiiator algebra and in the topologically simple case

it is dual. Again in the topologically simple case we give

a complete characterisation of those Banach algebras of

operators on a Hilbert space that have a continuous"right

complementor associated with orthogonality in the Hilbert

space.

I should like to thank Professor F.F.Bonsall, my

research supervisor, for his help and encouragement. My

work during the last three years has been financed by a

research studentship from the Science Research Council.
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NOTATION, The reader is assumed to "be- familiar with the basic

elements of functional analysis; the general, reference "books

that have been vised are Riesz-Nagy £9^} and Rickart .

Any terminology not explained in the text is thought to be

well-known or self explanatory. A few points should be

mentioned here.

If jl^ :1s.aJ is a family of ideals of a Banach algebra then
ZL I., will denote the set of an finite linear combinations

of elements of the 1^, The closure of this set is referred
to as the torological sum and Written cl( Z. 1%).

In general we shall use either the usual S or cl(S) to

denote the closure of a set S in a Banach space.

If S is a subset of a Banach algebra we shall denote by S_

and the left and right annihiiators of S.

It should perhaps be mentioned that a Banach algebra is a

left annihilator algebra if every proper closed right ideal

in it has a non-zero left annihilator. A right annihilator

algebra is anaiagously defined.

In the course of the text We introduce several notations

references to these will be found in the index on page 96.

Throughout we consider only Banach algebras that are over

the complex field; thus a Banach algebra means a complex

Banach algebra. Similarly a complemented or right

complemented algebra will always be a Banach algebra.

The following reference system is used: (*py.x.) refers to

object x of section y of chapter z; since there is only one

section in Chapter 1 we omit the y in this case.
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CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARIES,

Let 01 "be a comp.lex Banach Algebra and let L demote the

set of all closed right ideals of 01* Following Mwe shall
say that ftis a RIGHT. COMPLEMENTED BANACH ALGEBRA if there

is a one—to—one mapping p : R->RP of Lr onto itself that
has the following properties :

C^ RnRP = (0) (ReLr)j
C(ii) R 0RP = 01 (ReLr) ;
G(iii) (RP)P = R (R«tr) i
G(iv) if R^ CR2 then R^-^Rg^ > ^2 ^^r^ *

We shall denote by C(il)i , G(iii)f » °(iii)" the weaker
properties :

C(ii) f cl(R©Rp) = (R€Lr);
C(ill), (RP)P3R (R,Lr).
O(iii),, (Rp)p^R (R«lr) .

The mapping p is called a RIGHT COMPLEMENTOR on 0L-

Analegously we define a LEFT COMPLEMENTOR and a LEFT

COMPLEMENTED BANACH ALGEBRA *A Banach algebra that is both

left complemented and right complemented is said to be

BI-COMPLEMENTED.

LEMMA- 1.1, C(iii) raay "be replaced by C(iijL)t , or by C(ijLi)tf
in the definition of a right complemented Banach Algebra.,

PROOF, Rp<&R=0l; RP®(RP)P= He-nce one inclusion between
R and (Rp)p will give equality»
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LEMMA 1.2. If ^ is a Banach algebra with right complementer

p and X*Ajis a family of closed right ideals of (TLf
then

( 1 V )P = cl ( ^ \ } •
PR00Fo Since* for each X^A* R-xPdO &vP have by C , , q, .^ a~ a. livj iiii;

(Q i\P)'POr^ an(i hence ( Q ^)P3 cl(^ Rx^* However ,

c1^ V for each X^A;therefore , by a farther applicat¬
ion of G(iv) (cl R^p? and consequently
Cl(^ R^) =>( n R^)5. Therefore cl( ^ R^) = ( ^ R^P)P^

LEMMA 1.3, If is a right complemented 3 Banach algebra y
and if afl=0 implies a= 0 (a€(Ji)? then a^aJt for all a in CTL r

PROOF. Let R =a"m .Then a has a unique expression

a = a1+a2 a^R j a2^ Rp *

Now for any b in <JL : a2b = ab—a^b * However , agb eRp and
ab ,a^b €R ; thus a2b e RHR^ = (o) * Therefore a2$ = 0? and
so a2 = 0 and a«R = aOL,

DEFINITION. An idempotent e in a Banach algebra 0Lis said

to be minimal if e&le is a division algebra* a?1 equivalent

condition is that effL (0Ze) be a. minimal right (left )

ideal of Gl ( <H is semi-simple),
We now prove a theorem that will enable us to establish

the existence of minimal idempotents in certain Banach

algebras^on whose one-sided ideals complementers are defined.

/
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THEOREM 1 *b» If /Tlis a Banach algebra /, R a modular

closed right ideal of ^Land R' another closed right ideal

of 01 and R ® Rf = ^then there is a unique idempotent e of
that satisfies 601= Rf , (1 -e)JL= R .

PROOF, The proof that there is an idempotent e satisfying

e0l=R' , (1—e)0V= R is a consequence of Lemma 2 in

However we shall give a proof here as the result is basic.

Let j be a modular identity for R ; then j=d+e^where d^R
and eeR^by hypothesis,Now,for any a in <51, a—ea=(a— ja)+da;
the first term on the right hand side of this expression is

an element of R since j is a modular identity for R and the

second term is also in R since d is in R.Thus e is also a

modular identity for R .Now R ® R* = $1= (1—e) 01® <2r and

e0lcRr, (1—e)dcR from which it is clear that R = (1—e)<TL
and R' = e$C # Also e is idempotent for e-e^R'AR'^=(o).

We now show that e is unique : suppose that there is an

idempotent k of OLwith kCl= Rr , (l-k)#f = R .Then kR=(0) and

so keR-j = 0£e ;hence k=ke. But (l-k)<5L = R and k,e «:Rf;therefore
ke—e cRftRr=(0) and so ke=e. Now k=ke=e»

COROLLARY 1.5. If <71 is a Banach algebra with right complem¬

enter p and R is any maximal modular right ideal of ^then
there is a unique minimal idempotent e of #£that satisfies

(l-e)0l= R , e<E = Rp .

PROOF. It is easily seen that Rp is minimal from C(iv) an(I
the fact that p is one-to-one . The existence of an idempotent

e in R? satisfying (l-e)01.= R , e 0t= Rp is immediate from

the theorem and^since R^ is minimal, e is a minimal
idempotent „
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DEFINITION 1,6., If e is any minimal idempotent of 0L

that satisfies ((1—e)#.)5 = e (T\?then e is said to "be. a
p—PROJECTION „

It is clear from corollary 1,5 that any non-radical right

complemented Banach algebra contains a p-projection »

The following Proposition is probably well known but

we have been unable to find an explicit statement of it in
t

the literature ,

PROPOSITION 1,7. If £ is a Banach space and S ,Sr closed

subspaces of ^ such that S $ Sr = then there is a bounded

linear projection L of onto S whose null space is Sr »

PROOF, Since any element x of has a unique decomposition

x=x,j +Xg where x^eS , and x2^-Sr the operator 1 is well
defined by Lx=x^ .It is also linear . W6 show that it is
closed :

let xne9fpcn->x ,Lxn^y ; then
x=Lx+(l—L)x (i) , xn=Lxn+(l—L)xn (ii) » Now in (ii)
{XjJ and converge and therefore [(1-L)xnj converges .

Also Ix 6S for all n and as S is closed the limit y is in S.
n

Similarly (1-L)xn€ S' for all n and its limit z belongs to
Sr . Thus letting n-)« in (ii) we see that x=y+z where

y€ S and'z£Sf . Now from the uniqueness of the decomposition

(i) Lx=y , Thus L is closed and it follows from the closed

graph theorem that it is continuous .

The following lemma is due to Tomiuk [1*1

[see Theorem U.8.D. in
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LEMMA 1,8. Let 0lbe a Banach algebra with no two—sided

ideals whose square is zero. Then if &L is right complemented

and £J is any closed two—sided ideal of JP=j^=,5^ .

PROOF, *JP(/c9n3fP=(0) .Thus QPC^ .Also if x is in Q2 then
x=y+z where yeC/ and ze!?p ;now xty =(0) tz0 =(0) and therefore

yO =(0) » However |y: y£C7,y9 = (°)J a ideal and
is zero by hypothesis ;thus y=0 and x is in 3P.Thus ZJ-^c
and equality follows .The proof that Jr= £/pis similar,
since it is now clear that £/p is a two-sided ideal.

APPENDIX,

The following is the work of F.F.Bonsall and B.J.Tomiuk.

It is to be contained in a joint paper by the author andl
Tomiuk ,but as this is not yet published and the result is

necessary in the next chapter ,we are reproducing it here .

PROPOSITION 1.9. If <71 is a B*l_algebra and p a right t

complementor ond^then for each maximal closed right ideal
M of Olthere exists a unique minimal idempotent e such

that Mp=e^l, M=(l-e)ffL.
PROOF. By 2.9.5 (ii) in CO M is a modular right ideal

and so by corollary 1.5. the idempotent e exists.

THEOREM 1.10. A B*—algebra is right complemented if and

only if it is dual .

PROOF. Suppose that tftis dual „ Let R be any proper closed

right ideal of 01 ; define p:Rc*Rp by RP=(R^)** .Then Rp is a.
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closed right ideal of 0~l . By Theorem 3 in CO,P satisfies

Cd), Also R*(R1)'* = (0) and therefore Rc J =Rp:p
Thus p satisfies c(i;Li)t-»* C(iv) is trivial and i-fc follows
that p is a right complementor from lemma 1*1.

Now suppose that p is a right cc^plementor on (TL. Let R

he a proper closed right ideal of G~i «, Then hy 2*9.5 (ii)
in [2], R is equal to the intersection of all the maximal
modular right ideals of 01 in which it is contained. In

particular it is contained in a maximal closed right idedl

of Jl^and so?"by proposition 1.9r Rc(l-e)^l for some minimal
idempotent o of 01. Then file c-R^ and it follows that R-^O)
Using the involution it can easily he seen that every proper

closed left ideal of <11 has a non-zero right annihilator*.

Thus CI.is an annihilator algehra and Theorem h. 10*26 in

£8] completes the proof*.
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IIC COMPLEMENTED B*—ALGEBRAS,

INTRODUCTIONe If (TUis a B*-algebra it is easy to see that

there is a one-to-one correspondence "between left complement¬

ers and right complementers on 01. Thus we shall refer to

a complemented B^algebra as one that has a left or right

complementor defined upon it. In a complemented B -algebra

we shall invariably consider the right complementor and for

brevity shall call this a complementor. However, it is

clear that analagous results can be deduced for the

associated left complementor (L->L*P* where L is a closed

left ideal of &l and p is the complementor in GL). In

particular, if q denotes the left complementor and e is any

p—projectionthen C<ne")q=0(l-o').
Our main purpose in this chapter will be to see how

general in the case of a B —algebra is the right complementor

We seek conditions on a cosiplementor p that

will ensure that it can be expressed in this form for a

subsidiary involution r? — it will be shown that in this

case there is an equivalent norm in 0I,that satisfies the

B condition for In order to do this we introduce in

the concept of a continuous complementer by examining

the set of all p-projections in tfLand the set of all self-

adjoint minimal idempotents of PL. In ^1 we show that a
complemented B*~algebra is (Asometrically *—isomorphic with)
the B (oo) sum of a family (viz: the family of all minimal

closed two—sided ideals of 61) of topologically simple

complemented B*-algebrasj further the complementors in
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each ^wherei^ : denotes the family of all minimal
closed two-sided ideals of (fu) are naturally induced "by the

complementer in (ft and are continuous if and only if the

complementor in 51 is continuous* In ^3 we show that?if R
is any closed right ideal of 07,,then the images of R, R-P
in are the B*— (oo) sums of the intersections of

R with and of the complements in ^ °f ^ respect¬
ively* Thus the complement Rp of R may he obtained from

a knowledge of the complements of its components in a

topologically simple complemented B'—algebra* Because of

this result we study in detail in ^2 complementors in
a topologically simple B —algebra. Our main result is

that^ if any minimal closed left ideal of Otis of linear
space dimension at least three, then a necessary and suffic¬
ient condition that a complementor in <9"Lis expressible in

the above form is that it be continuous* In ^3 we extend
this result to the case of a general B*—algebra..

In we examine other consequences of the continuity

condition both because of their intrinsic interest and also

as a motivation to the extension of the definition to semi-

simple right complemented Banach algebras that are not
y-

assumed to be B . We show thatjif a complementor p is

continuous then so is the associated left bompleraentor.

In J5 we give counter examples to show that the dimension
restrictions cannot be removed and that caimo^

relaxed.
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1* CONTINUOUS COMPLEMENTORS,

DEFINITION 2,1 ,1 . Let 0Vhe a B*~algehra with a complem¬

enter p. Let £ denote the set of all self—adjoint

minimal idempotents of Aland the set of all p-projections

of (71. Elements of £ will he referred to as '-projections;
it will he seen later (2.2^U) that this is in accordance

with definition 1.6^ iff * denotes the complementer
R->(R^) =Rr. Now for any e in £ let P(e) he the unique
element of £ that satisfies P(e)£l=e£Tl. The mapping P

Jr

is called the p-DERIVED MAPPING. Clearly P maps £ onto

The complementor p is said t* he CONTINUOUS if P is

continuous with respect to the relative metric topologies
of £, £ induced hy the norm in (J£.

THEOREM 2.1.2. Let 0$, he a B*l-algehra with a complementor

p and let d he a closed two-sided ideal of CI, Then p

ffe w

induces a complementor in the B —algehra J. If p is

continuous then p is continuous.
3

»

PROOF, 3, heing a closed two-sided ideal of a B —algehra,
is B( Theorem h.9.2. in (8] ). From Lemma 1.8.
Now let R he any closed right ideal of the algehra tJ;
R0Z= R(y + 3) = RO cR and so R is also a closed right

P0
ideal of Thus for any such R we may define R to he

Clearly R^3 is a closed right ideal of t? and it is
pa

easy to verify that p^ : R->R satisfies ^(i) ' C(iii)r»
and also if a is an element of d then a=a^+a2

p
where a^ Rc* , and a2eR ; from this it is clear that a2€" 3
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and^therefore^that a2eR 0 which establishes Thus
is a complementer in the B -algebra 3 ,

■a c3
Now suppose that p is continuous. Let t and c_ be

P

the sets of '-projections and pn—projections in 3 , and let
0 0

P^j be the p^-derived mapping of £, onto Since minimal
closed right ideals of Cj are also minimal closed right

ideals of ^it follows that an idempotent e in £ is minimal
in 3 ^ an<i only if it is minimal in 31. It is now easy to

verify that £p= England £p = and Py=pj^ (the restrict¬
ion of P to E.3). Hence the continuity of P will imply that

of P13 and the proof is complete,
^ *

COROLLARY 2.1.3. If CTlis a B —algebra with a complementor

p,;then Olis isometrically ^-isomorphic with the sum

of its family of minimal closed two-sided ideals

each of which is a simple B -algebra with an induced complem¬

entor p^. The complementor p is continuous if and only if
each complementor P^is continuous,

PROOF. By Theorem 1.10, 01 is dual. Then Theorem h.10»1<U
in £8 J gives an isometric *—isomorphism between 01and

Now Theorem 2.1.2 gives the definition and existence of the

induced complementers p^. Also from Theorem 2.1.2 continuity
of p will imply that of each p^„ To prove the converse we
observe that any element e of £ is contained in a minimal

closed two-sided ideal of i.e. one of the and hence

that e is a '-projection of the algebra The result

follows^ since, if e1, e2^ £ but are elements of distinct
minimal closed two-sided ideals

p then and
HelW = )lei (ei~e2) fl < }lei(llei""Ci2)|j^d therefore 1^
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This result enables us to restrict our attention for the

moment to simple complemented B —algebras. Such an algebra

being dual, is isometrically isomorphic with the algebra

K(H) of all compact operators on a Hilbert space H (Theorem

2+.10.20. in ), In the next section we shall study these.

2. COMPLEMENTORS ON K(K).

Throughout this section H will denote a fixed complex

Hilbert space with inner product ( , ), and 01 the algebra

K(H). If x and y are elements of H then x fit y will denote

the operator on H defined by the relation (x&y)(h)=(h,y)x
for all h in H. For any x in H, £x] denotes the linear
subspace of H spanned by x. If T is a linear operator on H

T(H) will denote the RANGE of T - i.e. T(H)=jyeH:y=Tx for
some xfeHL . Let < ,> denote any inner product in H that is

J %
consistent with the topology of H ( )lx|\=<x,x/ is a norm in

<> x '

H that is equivalent to the original norm ). We say that

< , > is an EQUIVALENT INNER PRODUCT in H. Also i-< ? will
denote orthogonality with respect to < y ; if T is a bounded

*<>
linear operator on H then T will be the adjoint of T with

respect to <,> ; we shall normally write 1 for ^ and *• for
). It is clear that K(H) is self—adjoint with respect to

*< > for any equivalent inner product < >. For each a in

K(H) we write \\ a || for the operator' norm of a with resp^ot°
VL

to the norm (| ?in H \\ & \\ =sup <ah, ah> ; || |f is' fteH <h,h>>£.
the norm j| ff. Clearly Ha*0 a# 4^ *for all a in K(H). If S
is any subset of K(H) then S(H)= £h:h£H, h=shT for some s^-S
h'^H i .
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NOTATION, For every closed subspace S of H we write

j (S)= |a: a(H) C S^. ; and for every closed right
ideal R of n j(R) is the smallest closed subspace of H that

contains the range a(H) of each operator a in R.

The following lemma was suggested "by Tomiuk:; the proof given

here is similar to his proof,

LEMMA 2»2.1 , For every closed right ideal R of fflj
and for every closed suhspace S of H, /(S) is a closed right

ideal of Q^aiid. S=jj(S).
PROOF, By the duality of C{ and lemma 2.8.21;. in [81 we see

that for all closed right ideals R of a, r=|/r). Now let
S "be a closed suhspace of H; it is clear that^(S) is a closed
right ideal of a and so by the first part /(8)^/8).
Suppose that m €-S; then m&me ^(S) and therefore mtof {4S)>
from which it is clear that Thus S

However the reverse inclusion is clear since S is a closed

subspace of H containing the range of each operator in ^(S).

We now show that the inner product in H defines a complem¬

enter in OL in a natural way.
. . .

PM
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let R be any closed right ideal of 01 ; define R to be

J J(R) ^ • Then j is a complementor in (71 and R ^ ^ = (R^) ^ ^.
-fir

PROOF. By the proof of Theorem 1.10 it is clear that R-j(R-^)
is a complementor in 01.

Now for any a in (Tl let N(a) be its null space. Clearly

R^=ja:a£0Z, N(a)o<^/(R)^. However, cl(a(H) ) = (N(a*')) . Thus
(Rx) =|a:a6$, a(H)c^ (R)JJ=R ^ This completes the proof.
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It is clear that this result may "be generalised to any equiv¬

alent inner product in H,

COROLLARY 2.2.3. If is any equivalent inner product in H

and R <cLenotes the closed right ideal 0Z,then

p< j is a complementer on 01; and R < > = (R^)*J «

>
COROLLARY 2.2.U. If e is a p<>-projection then e =e,

and all minimal idempotents of 41-that are self-adjoint with

respect to*<>are p ^ ^-projections.
PROOF, Suppose that e is a p<> -projection; Let R=e0t; then
RP<> = (l-e)0T = ^(e 61)J** ~(W (l-e)^<> =(l-e)<m_ and
consequently e(l~e) 0). Since (Jlxs semi-simple^ e(l—e 4> )

*

=0 so that e=ee 7 and, applying the involution \ )jwe see that
eV< ' =ee^ , Hence e * > =e.

A

Conversely, if e is a minimal idempotent and e <;y=e
** > P, >

we have (e 0Z)q= (1—e)$land therefore (e(Tt) 7 =(1—e)(71»

Theorem 2.2.2. and the first part of Corollary 2.2.3. are

originally due to Tomiuk. The present proofs, unlike his,

use Theorem 1.10 and are consequently shorter.

NOTE,In future we shall always use ^to denote the
complementor given in Corollary 2.2.3.

As we mentioned previously it seemed pro"ba"ble that the

complementor p< ? is th© most general complementor in and,
indeed, it will be shown that this is true if H is infinite

dimensional. However it will be shown by a counter-example

in ^5 that this is not true if H is finite dimensional. It
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will be shov/n that for H of dimension at least three

continuity of the complementor is a necessary and sufficient

condition that it be of this forum, and that the necessity

holds without the dimension restriction. The case of a

space of dimension two is not very interesting as all

proper closed one-sided ideals are minimal; c(j_v) 'fchen
becomes redundant and any involutory mapping of the set of

minimal right ideals onto itself will satify the defining

axioms. In ^5 we give an example of a continuous complem¬
entor on K(H) (H is a Hilbert space of dimension two) that

is not of the form p<^for any equivalent inner product <• > .

We now let p be any complementor in 07. We shall examine

the properties of p—projections in more detail. Assume in

future that7unless the contrary is explicitly statedithen the
dimension of H is at least three.

LEMMA 2.2.5. Let e^ (i=1,2 n) be minimal idempotents
in 01 • Then:

(i) [ei^(H)]i=(l-ei)(H);
(ij-) J (ei(H))=eiJl; ^/(ei(n-)=ei(H);
("1)</£ui5.n°i(H)3 dCelie^-ZejOO;
(iv) Jf(l-ei)(H)J = (l-e1)fll;
(V) J0, o-epmj =£, (1^)01,^
PROOF. First observe that c ) C /(Sg).

^ 7
(i) is a simple consequence of the property grange T J=null T
(null denotes the null space) for any continuous linear

operator T on H.
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(ii): Since 01is strictly irreducible on H we have </(ei&) =
ei(H) and "by Lemma 2.2.1. e^ d (ei 0T) = J (e^ (H)).
(iii): the range of £e.(TL is contained in ^e.(H) and.

«.») 1 uh 1
since the latter is closedjit fellows that the range of

fl * a n
cl( £ o^Ot) is contained in it. Thus ^(cl £ ei<Tl) c~

I l-\ IS I

the strict irreducibility of 171 gives the reverse inclusion.

The second part follows from Lemma 2.2.1.

(iv) and (v) are easily proved by similar methods.

THEOREM 2.2.6,. Let p be any complementor in 07. Let

=x\®y\:XeAJ be a family of p—projections. Then the set
is linearly independent if and only if the set

A j is linearly independent.
PROOF, Let |x^; i=1 .. 0nj be any finite subset of £x^J and
let jy^:i=1...nj be the corresponding elements of |y^„
First observe that xn depends linearly on if
and only if en(H)ce1 (H) + ...+efr1 (H), and yn depeiads
linearly on y1 , .. .y^ if and only if e*(s)f e^(H)t ''+en*t^
The proof follows from the following chain of inclusions each

of which is easily seen to be equivalent to its predecessor;
fH

en(H)ce1(H)+..+en_1(H); en<TLcel £ e^Ol (using lemma 2.2.5
(iii) )j (e flt)p ofKe.,0t)p= f] (l-e1 )6l (using lemma 1.2);11

q_, <• *» x i*> x

3(l~en)(H)r> Od-e^di) (using lemma 2.2.5.(iv) and(v));
2l-en)(H,)]J"c o*(H)c e1*"(H)+..+or^1(H).
If e is a p-projection then e is of the form x&y but either

x, or y may be varied by any scalar multiplier (the other

is then determined). In order to examine continuous
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complementers more closely we shall need to specify a

fixed form for these elements. We do this now.

Let x "be any non-zero element of H. Then we shall denote

"by ex the unique p-projection that is contained in J(£XJ)»
Thus there is a unique yeH such that x&yeC1; entity. Also there is a unique
p-projection contained in fl(rxJx)]P. Then (l-gx)#=J(CxV) and hence
(l-g )(ft) = Cx] or g *(H)=(xJ . Thus g =zflx for some z in H. Also "by reversingx x x

this argument it can be seen that) if for some z in H z&c is a p-projection.

then z$x is g^. Thus there is a unique element z in H such that zfixe£P .

Wow suppose x.%. (i=l,2)fe^. Then (x. ,y J=0 (y.,x. )(h,x )=© for all
x x x <3 J i j

h in H, This is equivalent to e *e *(h)=(0) <£=£• e ( e ) =$( 1-e *)<£=?
• X. X . 1 X •

1 J X J J

e e(l-e )6t<-»etflc(l-e )<5t^>R.peR. (where R. denotes (l-e )<TL). Thus from
x. x. x. x. x j x x. '
x j x j x

c(iii)> c(iv) "ehOTe lvyJ)=0<*(lj'yi)=0-
Now fix an element xq^0 in H. We shall refer to it as the INITIAL POINT. Let

y , z satisfy x % , z fix ; let be £"x 7"1"and Vbe £z . Then if x£^"
o o o o o o o (J~ o

and xfiy££p we have y^JI. Also y^V> for y xz^xlx .^ o <7 o o o o

Let x£^; e =xfiv, e . =(x +x)fiu. Then fy ,yt and/y ,uy are linearlyX X +x o C O J £ o
o

independent but £yo>y»uJ is linearly dependent. Thus u=»[yo+^y where o(,j3 are non¬
zero finite scalars. Also this decomposition is unique. We can thus make the following

DEFINITION 2.2.7« for any non-zero element x off, Tx is the unique element of V
satisfying (x +x)fi(y +Tx)=Kex for some non-zero K6C. T0=0.

o

Then we see from the above discussion that t^yo+j3y=K(yQ+Tx) and hence that e^. is a sealox*
multiple of xfiTx. Since e is idempotent it follows that (x»Tx)^0 and e, =xfiTx/(x,Tx).X X /

T is the p-REFRESENTING OPERATOR of into Jj.
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THEOREM 2.2.8. The operator T has the following properties:

(i) T(x^+x2) = Tx.j+Tx2 for all x in 36;
(ii) T(ax)=a'Tx where a-)al is a 1—1 mapping of (D into

itself; and is independent of x in 30 ;

(iii) T is one—to—one and maps 3f onto^j ;
(iv) a-^a* is an automorphism of the complex field.

PROOF. We first prove (i) for x^,x2 linearly independent:
Let x^=xJ]+x2; then for i=1, 2,3 there are scalars
satisfying

ex0+Xi=Ki(xo+xi) * (y0+Txi^ ex.= Vi 0 Txi.
NoWj since |x0+x^,x0+x^ »X2J is linearly dependant^ we see by
Theorem 2.2.6. that ^yQ+Tx^, yQ+TxJj, Tx2 j. is linearly-
dependent, That is:

yo+Tx3=a(yo+Tx1 ^+^1 Tx2 for some scalars a, (3^ ; we may
immediately put a=1 since Txic)j * yo^<| ' Thus *

Tx^=Tx1 +p^Tx2 . (1 )
Similarly by considering -|xQ+x^, x1,xq+x2|- we may show that

Tx^=Pg TjCj +T^ (for some ft^E®), ( 2)
A further application of Theorem 2.2.6. gives the linear

independence of ^Tx^, Tx,^ and it follows from (1 ) and (2)
that =p2=1^and hence T(x^+x2)=Tx^+Tx2#
We shall complete the proof of (i) later.

(ii): let x be an arbitrary[element of x and xT any other
element of X such that {«,«■} is linearly independent (xT
exists since the dimension of H is at least three). Then,,

using arguments similar to those above and the case of (i)

already established^it is easy to see that for some
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ex0+a(x+x') =^(*0+a(x+x'))« (yQ+a1 T(x+x' ))
= K^ (x0+a(x+xf)) & (y^+a^Tx+a.jTx*) . But also.,1

ex+a(x+x') =K2(x0+a(x+x')) & (yo+T(ax+ax*)} («2&C)
= K2(xo+a(x+xT)) S (yo+a2Tx+a^Txr) (a-g,

The linear independence of ^xQ,x,xTj and Theorem 2.2.6. now
give =a2, a^a^, Denote the common value of the
"by a'. Then we have shown that

T(az)=arTz for z=x, and z<£3£ satisfying (z,x} linearly
independent; it remains only to show that T(a(\x))=afT(\x)
for any But this is easy since, if £x,x'j. is linearly
independent^ then |\x,x'j is also linearly independent, and we
may repeat the above argument for these two elements,

<wa' is 1-1: suppose '=a2' i.e, T(a^x)=T(a2x) (x€.£)«
111(331 ex +a1x=*l/xo+aix) ® (y0+T(aix)) (i=1,2,^<5(D )„
The set |yo+T(a^x),.y0+T(a2x)l is linearly dependent and so
"by Theorem 2.2,6. the set ^xQ+a^x, XQ+dgxj. is linearly
dependent. However Gc,xQ^ is linearly independent and it
follows that a.| =a2»
(i): It is trivial that 0'=0; also for any x in 38 T(x)=

T(1x)=1rTx^and therefore 1 r=1; again T(x)=T((-1)(—1 )x) =
((—1 )')andj since oL-}al is 1-1, we see that (—1 ) * =—1 .
Let x "be a given element of 36 and let xf "be any element of

that is linearly independent of x. Now for \^~1:
T(x+\x)=T jjx+xf ) + (\x-xT )J} and "by the part of (i) already
established this is

T(x+x')+T(\x-xl )=Tx+Tx,+T(\x)+T( (—1 )x7) =Tx +T(\x) (since

(-l)f=~l); in the case \=-1 we have

T(x+Xx)=T(x-x)=T(Ox)=0=Tx-Tx=Tx+T(-x). This establishes (i).
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1!' is 1-1: It is clear from Theorem 2.2.6. that if

is linearly independent then Tx^Tx2; that T is 1-1 is now
an immediate consequence of the fact that a-^af is 1-1.

T maps »£ onto ^: let then there exists a unique element z in H so

that z & (yQ+u)€ £^. Now z = ^(xq+x) where xdt; it can then be seen that
Tx=u.

a -}a' is onto: let (j, € C; choose arbitrary x«36 ; then there is

an element u in ££ satisfying Tu=jj.Tx; from Theorem 2.2.6
we see that |u,xj- is linearly dependent. Thus there is some
\ in (C such that u=\x; then it is clear that

a-}aT preserves the structure of (B: for this we observe that

(a^+a2) ,Tx=T((a1+a2)x)=T(a1x+a2x)=T(aix)+T(a2x) = (a1 f+a2' )Tx
and (a1 a^yTxriTCC^ a2)x)=T(a1 (a2x) )=a1 tT(a2x)=a1 ra2'Tx.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

We are now in a position to extend the definition of T to the

whole of H.

DEFINITION 2.2.9. The p—REPRESENTING OPERATOR ON H (initial

point x ) T is defined by:
U U

T:;l(x)=atyr,+Tx, where x=ax +x' is the unique decomposit-C v U

ion of xe H into its components in (x 1 hnd ae. Since TO v

is an extension of T it will in future be denoted by T.

Clearly T is a one-to-one mapping of H onto itself.
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REMARK. For any x in H write x=ax^+x' where x'd)(-. If a=0o

then x&£ and ex=(x ® Tx)/^x Tx^ "by the remark following
Definition 2,2.7.

If a/o then a'/o and V^+O/oOx'^Xo+t') 8 (y0+T(|*))
(<ee) = £(ax0+x') a (s(x0+§')) = (axQ+x') a (t(ox0+x'))

=
OB' (X S TX)

Thus once again e is a finite scalar multiple of x ® Tx

and^since it is an idempotent^ we have (x,Tx) ^ 0 and
therefore ex= (x & Tx)/^^).

NOTATION. For any x in H we write f for the unique element

e of £ satisfying e(H)=(V}»

LEMMA 2.2.10, If p is continuous then the p~representing

operator is linear.

PROOF, We show first that the map a-)af is continuous.

First observe that for any x,xf in H:

K^xl ft&$x'-fe-x}x \\.
Since the maps x4 (x,h) (fixed h in H) and x-^(x,x) of

H into C are continuous it is clear that the map x-4f of
A

H into £ is continuous with respect to the norm in H and the

induced metric topology in £. Then, since "by hypothesis

the p-derived map € into £^is continuous^ the
composite map x-Ve is continuous (taking the induced*

X.

metric topology on^,).
Now fix a non-zero x in and denote by e the p-project-ct

ion ev ,^-v (&£$); let y=Tx. Then it is clear that the•A- "T*CXwtv
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map will "be continuous ( with the usual topology onvX

C ).
Then (y_+a'y) 4. (1—e )(H) and therefore (y +a'y>*>~e h)=0o ci o cc

for all h in H. Subtracting two such equations for a fixed

aQ and a variable a we obtain on simplification;
(a,-a0,)(y,h+eah) + (y0+a0'y,(ea~ea )h) =0 (1 )

However, y<£| V^nd so y is not contained in [y0+a0'y^
= f(l~e )(^)~|"**. Therefore there is an element h in H

ao i 0
such that (y,h +e h )=1» Now given £>0 by the continuityo a.Q o
of a~>e there exists £>0 such that:'a

)iea~eaoN min|^ IIh0^ ft ho^ +aotyV]
for all a satisfying ja/-ao|s;£ .
Then (y,h0+eah0) = (y>Vea ho> + (y'ecTea and " 18

o o

easily seen from this that if | a~a0 [ < <5> then:
>2 (3)

Nov; substituting in (1 ) h=hQ, and using (2), (3) we see
that (a'-a^'l <2£ whenever fa/-a0|<£. Thus a-^a' is
continuous.

Since by CO the only continuous automorphisms of the
complex field are the identity and the conjugacy we need

only show that a'=a is impossible. So suppose that a'=a.

Let x be any element of i£and y=Tx. Consider the equation

(xo+ax,yQ+ay) = 0 (X)
Clearly (X) has a solution aQ ^ 0; thus (x0+a0x) J-(y0+<|y)
and hence e (H)c [e * (H)] ^ (1-e ) (H). Thiso o

implies that

oo-' o o

ex +a x^-c^',~ex +a x^ +a x^-^ which is the
o o oo o o
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required contradiction*

LEMMA 2.2*11. If is any Banach space and f is a mapping

from 3$ Xinto € that satisfies:

(i) f(x1+ox2,y)=f(x1,y)+of(x2,y); f(x,y1+3y2)=f(x,y1 )+^f(x,yg)
for all x1 ,x2,x,y1 ,y2,y in % £
(ii)f(x,y)=0 if and only if f(y,x)=0;

(iii) f(x,x) j 0 unless x=0, and there is an element xQ in
such that f(xQ,x ) is real and positive ;

then f also satisfies

(iv) f(x,y)=fCy,xj for all x,y in

(v) f(x,x) is real and positive for all x in x^o.

PROOF, (iv) holds trivially if either term is zero "by (ii),
so assume that "both are non—zero. Now there exist non-zero

scalars such that

c^f (x,x) + f(x,y) = 0 1 (a)
a2f(y,y) + f(x,y) = 0 . fr'

Prom these we may deduce

a.,f(x,x) + f (y, x) = 0 2(a)
a2f(y,y) + f(y,x) = o. Ct>)

We give the deduction of (2a) from (1a):

0=aJ|f (x,x)+f (x,y)=f (x,a^ )+f (x,y)=f (x, x+y)=f (a., x+y,x)
s^f (x,x)+f (y, x)=a1f (x,x)+f (y,x).

Now from (la,1b)' a^f(x,x)=agf(y,y)}
and from (2a, 2b) f (x, x)=a2f (y,y).
Since none of these expressions is zero it follows that

f(x,x)y^f (x,x) =f (y,y)^/f (y,y)• Nov; we already know that
f(xQ,x ) is real. Thus for any x in % that satisfies f(x,xQ)
jo we have f(x,x) real. Again if f(x,xQ)=0 then f(xQ,xQ+x)jo
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and therefore f(xo+x,xQ+x) is real. It follows that f(x,x)
is real. Now (1a) and (2a) give (iv).
It remains only to prove that f(x,x) is positive for all x.

Suppose there is an element x of ^satisfying f(x,x)<0.

The equation

\ f(x,x) +Xf(xQ,x) +Af(xQ,x) + f(xQ,xo) = 0
has a real root \ . Thus f(X x + x ) =0, and so x = x. But this yields

o of o o
. r~)

the contradiction: 0<f(x ,x ) =/ '~f(x,x)<0
o o o '

and establishes (v).

The proof of the above Lemma is essentially contained

in the proof of Theorem 1 in . It has "been stated in full

generality as it will he required in the next chapter^ What

is really required for our present purposes is contained in

the following Corollary.

COROLLARY 2.2.12. If p is a complementor in J^.=K(H) and

the p-representing operator T is linear then

(i) (x1,Tx2)=o if and only if (x2,TxJ))=0 (x^x^H ) ;
(ii) (xv Tx2) = (x2,Tx1 ) (x1,x2€H);
(iii) (x,Tx)>0 (x^H,x^0) J
(iv) T is a hounded positive hermitian linear operator with

hounded inverse.

PROOF, (i) is immediate if either x^ or x2 is zero so assume
that both are non-zero. Let e =x.&y. and Rj=e_ 0t (i=1,2).

X ll X
Then e =\.(x.&Tx.) for appropriate non—zero scalars \.;XXX X

thus yi=riTxi and (x^y^ )=04sf(xi,Tx^ )=0 (5=1,2). Now
(x.,y,)=0^(y.,x.)(h!x.)=0 for all h in H. This isX J J X J

equivalent to e ex*"(H) = (0) e(e* Cfc(1-ex* )i 5 T 5 5
In fact, for simplicity, Theorem 1 of [ifJ is used in Chapter 3 instead

of this lemma.
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ex>c 0-ex )(n ^exfflc(l-ex _)^^Ri oRy
(i) is now clear from

Now (x,Tx) ^ 0 from the remark following definition 2.2.9.
Also (x0,Txq) = 1. Therefore the form (x,Ty) satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 2.2.11. and the results (i), (ii)r(iii)
follow immediately.

(iv): T is linear and defined everywhere on H and "by (ii)
it is hermitian. It is therefore "bounded ( "by the Theorem
on page 29® in |Vj). Moreover T is one-to-one with range

—i

equal to H and so T exists. It will also "be hermitian and

everywhere defined and hence "bounded.

LEMMA 2.2.13# Let p "be any complementer in 51 and T the

p-representing operator (initial point xQ). Then^if T is
a "bounded hermitian linear operator with "bounded inverse
"""1
T , the complementer is continuous.

PROOF, Let x £J~|and \*<C; then ex-°7UC>an<^ ^hus in arL3r
discussion of the continuity of P:f ->e we may assume that

u\. -X.

IIxM.
Now let x,x' "be two elements of H with unit norm.

l)ex"ex'll

£x - £x' IjjTll, (1)
(x, Tx) (x', Tx' ) ||

Now from Corollary 2.2.12 <x,y^ =(x,Ty) defines an
-1

inner product in H andjsince T,T are "bounded^the
associated norm |J x|| is equivalent to the original norm

in H. Then if denotes the tensor product with respect
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to <_,> (i.e. (x ®* y) is the element of ^defined hy

(x i&' y)h= <h, y )> x for all x,,y,h in H ) it can easily he

seen that x & Tx = x ®' x (x£H). Then^ if " \>is the
operator norm in WL-associated with the norm fo^in we
have j| x||^$ |iT)|Hx/j; and ||xjl^= <-x?T1x> <flx|| j\f1x|j

far i

TllffTlxK iiT^I/f1/! II x and therefore

H x//^_ < | t|^|x I) < jfTitttT1! (x €H ). It can now he
seen that /j a {} < |{ t|| Jjf1|| Jja |)<>S£ || T \\ 2|(t1 t| 2 \\ a \\ (atffl).

Now |x & = |jx ®' xj^=Jjxjj 2 =(x?Tx); therefore
|(x,Tx)-(xt,Tx')J ^ jjx ® Tx - x' & Tx'|}^ v < |T||j|T^jJ |jx®Tx-x'®Tx'

< ||T||2j|T'j) j| x & x - x'& xf/|.
Now using (1):

fx-ex'l Nfxfn" + iif ,ii "I
)(x,Tx)j x \(x,Tx)||(x',Txf)f j

1 ifx"fA\ (i+MT^t|f1i! )]
since ||x H = l|x'= ||fxfj|=l.
It is now clear that P: fv-~>e is continuous and *x ' x '

therefore^that the complementor p is continuous.

COROLLARY 2.2.1U. Under the conditions of the Lemma the

p-aerived mapping is uniformly continuous.

PROOF# It is clear that the proof of the lemma establishes

this stronger result.

We summarise the results of the recent Lemmas in the

following Theorem:

THEOREM 2.2.15. Let p he any complementor in 01 and T

the p-representing operator (initial point xQ). Then the
following are equivalent:

(i) p is continuous • (ii) T is linear J (iii) T is a
linear

positive hounded hermitianfoperator with continuous inverse
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We shall now examine the representing operator of a

complementor where < > is an equivalent inner product

in H.

LEMMA 2,2.16. Let (;>be an equivalent inner product in E;
then <lx,y^ =(x,Qy) (x,y£ H) for some positive hermitian
linear operator Q on H, If T is the p< .—representing

operator (initial point xq) then T is a continuous linear
operator on H and T=aQ for some scalar a.

PROOF, The existence of Q is a well known result of Hilbert

space theory. Let x be an arbitrary element of H and let

R "be /(DO- Then R^is a maximal closed right ideal of

and e satisfies 0-e„W =R-^ e„0£=R. By Corollary 2m2mhX XX

N

e ^=e_ and it Is then easy to see that e =x&'x/Vx, x>XX " X

( denotes the tensor product with respect to < >as before)#

However, we have seen in the remark following definition

2.2.9. that ex= x®Txy/(x,Tx). Thus for all h in H:

^ =$$>= 5 <*■<*■
for all x in H. In particular) [QxJ = [Txj.

I ^ ^ - - —— • " • i n 2 X 1_
Now let be the automorphism of € associated with the semi-linearoperator

T. Then 0'=0. Suppose that x jX^ are arbitrary linearly independent elements of H;
then Qx1-oC1Tx1, Qx9=o^Tx2, Q(x1+x2)=0^T(x1+x9), ot^O. Therefore

Q(x1+x2)=0(.3T(x1+x2)^(T^i+Tx2)=(^^1)Qx1+(oly/od2)yx2, 1

andjsince Q is linear^ we have ^ = 0O/0A and consequently
Now suppose then £x-^,x^+Ax9^ is linearly independent and so there exists

oC(^O)eU) such that Qx-^fx^, Qx2=oLTx0, Q(x1+Xx2)=1T(x1+>x2). However, itx^-dx^) =Tx1+S'Tx,
and so we have Q(x^+Ax2)=Qx^+ I'^Xg. It follows that AQx2= VQx2# Since Qx^O we
have A=V . Thus T is linear.
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Also we have shown thatjif x is fixed in H and Qx=#£Txothen Qx1 =<£Tx' for all x1

Q(^x)=dCT(Ax). Thus T=^Q for some ot^.*C as required.

COROLLARY 2.2.17* If a complementor p in 01 is equal to

p< \for some equivalent inner product < ^in H then the

p-representing operator T is independent of the initial

point up to a multiplicative scalar constant. T may hy

suitable choice af the initial point he taken to satisfy

<x,y> =(x,Ty).

We are now able to prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 2.2.18. If p is a complementor in G~L the following

are equivalent:

(i) p is continuous;

(ii) there is an equivalent inner product in H such

that p=pc >•
* /

(iii ) # can be expressed as (R-^) for a subsidiary involution

PROOF, (i)=»5?(ii)s let T be the p-representing operator.

Then from Lemma 2.2.10 T is linear and by Corollary

2.2.12 <x,y) =(x,Ty) (x,y£H) defines an equivalent inner

product in H. Thus from Corollary 2.2.3. p^ ^is a
complementor in 6L. We prove that p=p< > . First let R
be any maximal closed right ideal of £f£and e the p-projection

in H that are linearly independent of x. shown that

in 0l(R£Lr)£
(iv) RP can be expressed as (R^) for a subsidiary
involution * in .01 and there is an equivalent norm in <11-that

satisfies the B* condition for
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that is contained in (e exists and is unique "by

Proposition 1.9.). Then,by the remark following definition

2.2.9, q=(x&Tx)/\x, Tx) and, using this, it is easy to
verify that , for any x,y in H, <ex,y> = Cx,ey/ .. Thus e

is self—adjoint with respect to <,>» However, the p<, ,,-proj-

ection in R^ is the unique < >-self-adjoint idempotent

in Rp (Corollary 2.2.U.) and therefore e is also a

p., v-projection. Thus (Rp)p=(l-e)i5L = (Rp)p<>; applying the

complementer pc ^to this we see that RPt ^R^.
Now let R "be any closed right ideal of (TL „ By 2.9.5(Li)

in R is equal to the intersection of all those maximal

modtilar right ideals of Qt in which it is contained; we

shall denote the set of all such maximal modular right ideals

by))[. Then by Lemma 1.2;

RP=0l(f£WHP)=Cl(H^ME<>)=RP<>-
(ii)^(iv): is immediate for we may take #'to be ^

(iv) ^(iii): is trivial.

i): follows from Lemma 2.2.16 and Lemma 2.2.13.

(iii)-=^(ii): we show first that a*'a=0^a=0 for all a in GT-.
Let R=cl(afll); then^if a"^'a=0, a e (a 01) 1 and hence ae^.
But a^.R,by Lemma 1 and thus a<eRnRp=(0).

Nov; let e be any p-projection. By the proof of Corollary

2.2.U. it can be seen that e* = e. Thus ((He) =e^-»
Now e is an operator of rank one on H and so we may choose

u,v in H such that e=u & v. Then

(Tie= |h v sheH^j and q01= 5"11 ® h :h €Hr.
Thus for any h in H (h §1 v) =(u & h') for some h* in H.

Define an operator Q on H by Qh=hf. It is easily verified

that Q is one-to-one, onto, and linear. Also
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-- *' ~] **
(x,Qy)e = (u a Qy)(x & v) = (y ® v) (x a v) = [_(x ® v) (y a v)J

r/ « x l*"- - aj= |~(u a Qx')(y a v) * = jT(y,Qx)ej*= (y,Qx)e = (Qx,y)€;
it follows that Q, is hermitian.

Again: (Qx,x)=0 ^(x a v) (x a v)=0 «^(x S v)=0^x=0. Finally^
n

since Qu=v and (u,v)e=e =e^we see that (Qu,u)>0 and thus
we may apply Lemma 2.2.11 to deduce that Q is positive

definite, Q is a one-to-one hermitian operator of H onto
-1

itself} and so is "bounded and has a "bounded inverse Q .

Thus for x,y in ff we may define <x»y> = (x, Qy)j it is

easy to verify that C^is an equivalent inner product in H,
Also for any a in OL:

/ax,y^e = (u a Qy)(ax a v) = (u a Qy)a(x a v) = (yav) a(x®v)
= (a* (y a v)f(x a v) = (a*y a v)*(x a v) = <(x,,a*y>e.

Hence ^ax,y>=<x,a* 'y>, for all x,y in H and all a inSf. It follows that a*'=a^
for all aintfl, so that *'=*< > . Thus R^).'^)**. Finaliy, hy Corollary
2.2.3 ; =®P< >. Thus p=p< proving (ii).

X-/
COROLLARY 2.2.19. If a c°mplementor in any

^ ^ / w /
B -algebra j^where X is any involution in flZjthem a^a=0
if said only if a=0.

Proof It is easily seen that the proof o# this result

given in the proof of the Theorem requires only the

hypotheses of this Corollary.

As a second corollary we deduce the following result
y-

concerning a. second involution in a B -algebra. It

Is a variant of the fundamental isomorphism Theorem for

primitive 'Banstch algebras (Theorem 2,5.19 in P3> in
the special B* case.
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COROLLARY 2.2,20 If is a second involution in K(H)

(* being the defining involution and the dimension of H

being at least thr>ee) and for all closed right ideals R

of K(H) Rn(R1) 4°)t then there exists a positive bi—contin¬
uous hermitian operator Q of H onto itself such that for

all A in K(H) A*'=Q1A*Q.
PROOF As in the proof of (iii)^(ii) of the Theorem we

may establish the existence of Q. Then for x,y in H:

<x,AJV) = <Ax,y) = (QAx,y) = (x,A*'Qy)=(Qx,Q:1 A^Qy) = <x, Q1 A^Qy> .

We shall now consider separately the cases in which H

has a specified dimension. In particular H infinite

dimensional where we shall obtain stronger results than

hitherto^and H of dimension two which has been omitted from
our discussion. We shall require the following result of cy •

IEMMA 2.2.21. Let T be a one-to-one semi—linear trans¬

formation of an infinite dimensional complex normed linear

space «£fonto a second such^. Thenjif T carries maximal
closed subspaces into maximal closed sub spaces^the
automorphism involved in the semi-linearity of T is a contin¬

uous one.

THEOREM 2,2.22. If H is infinite dimensional then any compl-

ementor in (Jtis continuous.

PROOF Let p be any complementor in <3?, and let T be the

p-representing operator , initial point x .o
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Let X b e a maximal closed subspace of H. Then S= {^[(^(X))^JJ is a proper closed subspaci
of H. Also Y=TX=lin£ex*H:x£^C.S. We show that Y is maximal closed.
First suppose that Y is not closed: then there exists y in YsY; let T "^y=x. Then

X+£x]=H since X is maximal closed and X+(xJ is closed. Therefore T(X+ fxJ) =Y+CyJ =H.
Thus Y is dense in H which is a contradiction since YcS=S^H.

Now suppose that Y is not maximal closed. Then there exists y^J-Y such that Y+[yjl fll;
hence there exists y2-L(Y+fy^). Let x±=T y^ (i=l,2). Then [x-^xJ is linearly
independent and ([x^,xcJaX=(o) which contradicts the maximal!ty of X.

Now let A-iX'be the automorphism of £ obtained in 'Theorem 2.2.8; then^by Lemma
2.2.21,/|-»X' is continuous.and from the proof of Lemma 2,2.10, % =>'. Theorem 2.2.15
now completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2.2.23, If H is infinite dimensional and p

any complementer in 01^then p=^ k for some equivalent inner
product <,)in H,
PROOF$ Immediate from the Theorem and Theorem 2.2,18,
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NOTE that had we "been interested only in this particular

result i t eaald ftave beeft dedvce-d very much more easily

using Theorem 1 of [kj . It will "be shown "by n colter-

example in &5 that the dimension restriction in Theorem
•J

2,2,22 and Corollary 2,2.23 is 'necessary.

We now show that^if the dimension of H is twojthen
one conclusion of Theorem 2,2,18 holds, A counter- example

in ^5 shows that the whole Theorem cannot "be extended to
include this case,

THEOREM 2.2.2i+. If H is a Hilhert space of dimension two

and < >an equivalent inner product in H^then p< > is a
continuous complomentor in K(H) and.for any closed right

P.v *> V

ideal R of <fl=K(H), R=(R^),
PROOF, That p ^ ^ is a complementer in H and that R = (R-j_)*>
is clear. Now if x,x'<£ H and S1 denotes the tensor product

with respect to < we have ex= x®,x//<x,x^> ,f'^xfibc/(x,x)
and similar expressions hold for xT, Nov; as in Lemma

2,2.16 there is a positive hermitian linear operator Q

that is hi-continuous and satisfies <bc,y^=(x,Qy) (x,y£H),
Then

||ex-ex'l!= II <sfr> - II(^)- (^)lh
and substitution of Q for T in the proof of Lemma 2,2,13

establishes the result.
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3C COMPLEMENTERS IN A GENERAL B*—ALGEBRA „

Let frfbe a complex B -algebra with a complementer p.

Then 01 is dual and is, therefore, isometrically isomorphic

with the sum °f family {L^A} of minimal closed
two-sided ideals. We shall identify &L with (2l^)0* Thus
every element a of 01 may "be considered to be of the form

.ja^ also a*"= ja^ j and Jaj|= s}*Pl|a?J\» Theorem
2.1.2 we see that p induces a complementor p^ in
and that p^ is continuous for each A in A if and only if
p itself is continuous.

We shall frequently assume that does not have any

minimal one-sided ideals of linear space dimension less

than three; an equivalent assumption is that each

has an isometric *—representation as the algebra K(H^)
of all compact operators on a Hilbert space whose

dimension is at least three.

We see from ^Z that continuity of p^ is a necessary
and sufficient condition that there should be a subsidiary

* PA / x*'
involution X in satisfying R = vBp) » 0ur main
result in this section will be an extension of this.

In order to do this we obtain results concerning the

decomposition of closed right ideals and their complements

into the sum of components in the ^ which are of
independent interest.

At first we do not make any assumptions about the dimoneion

dimension of minimal one-sided ideals of (31. or the continuity

of p.
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LEMMA 2.3.1, If R is a closed right ideal of #l.and contained

in £^jthen R^ contains i*01* aH \x£k,\x.^\m
PROOF. It is clearly sufficient to show that

Now hy Lemma 1.8. and so is a closed tvro-sided

ideal of flZ.. Thus £j is a closed two-sided ideal of
$£that is contained in ; it must, therefore, "be (0) or

Suppose that there is some jj.£A such that nj^=(0)«
Then if x^,x are elements of , put x=y+z where
then xx^=yx^+zx^ ; however, yx^=0 since it is contained
in and zx^ =0 "by our choice of fi. It follows that
xx,j =0 and thus that ( v7^) = (0)j which contradicts the
semi-simplicity of 07.

NOTATION, We shall denote the closed right Ideal Fn^ of
hy Rx (R£Lr).

We can now give the decomposition theorem.

THEOREM 2.3.2. If R is a closed right ideal of 01 ,then, in

the identification of an with (2X>0:
(i) fcCSIRp,,; (ii) lP=(£\X)0; (lii) (Rjf"■%.=<() ;

(Iv) (R1) =(2.((\)1 )*)0J (R Lr j and 1^ denotes left
A

annihilation in

PROOF, (i) let y£R; y={y^|. Now^since (yz)^=y^z^ for any
y, z in is easily seen that y^=y^^ and thus
Now y^+yg where y^R^y^!^*"; then \c-\

and so y^c RV henc e yc: (0) . Now "by the
semi-simplicity of we see that y2=0^ and so y^y-j € R^
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Thus Rc(£R^)q, and since the reverse inclusion is immed
iate we have equality.

(ii): Prom (i) Rp=( £ However^ by Lemma 2.3.1
and so "by Lemma 1.2^

(Rn^)p = £cl(Rn7x + J^P)}P = [cl(R+\p)]p = Rp n^.
p\ P"X

Therefore = Rp n and hence R^ = (2A V
(iii): That R^ n(J^c(R n cPear*

Now suppose that xe(R^)^ . Let yeR; then hy (i)
A.

y = where y^e R^. Now if [xf\y (xy)^=x^=0 since
x^=Oj also (xy)y= xy^= 0 by hypothesis. Therefore x«R
and ( R n3^)j C Pi ° ^lie result follows since

JC- X-
(iv): Take p in (ii) to be given by rP^R^) . Then

=( 2(vijpo ^ on).

We now examine the projection operators of dl. into
itself associated with the closed right ideals of JIand

their complements. This will later enable us to show

that the complementers p^ are in a sense equi-continuous.
THEOREM 2.3.3. If R is any closed right ideal of CZ^then
there is a bounded projection ER of $Linto R whose null
space is Rpf R=Er(0I), and RP=(1-ER)(0I).
PROOF, This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.7
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COROLLARY 2.3.1+. In the identification of ^Lwi th (£\)0:
if Er is the "bounded projection of ^ onto itself

^
P-v

satisfying R^=ER R\. =(1~ER )C3\) and er is the
X. X

"bounded projection on (Tt given in the Theorem then E^

satisfies: ^ER^a))\ = er ^ov a inX

PROOF, We have a = ER(a) + (1-ER ) (a) and thus
wJf

a\. = (ER(a) + ((i~ER)(a) aHd,by Theorem 2.3.2^

(Va))A^\' and (d-ER)(a))xGR?lP\
But also: a^=ER (a^) + 0-*ER ) (a\) aud ER (a7^^V ^1 ~Er-v ^X X X X

p\
C R^ , Now hy the uniqueness of the decomposition of a^

P\
into its components in R^ and R^ we see that

ER^a^) = (E^(a) )A.
COROLLARY 2,3.5. If je^: X £ A'cAj- is a set of p-projections
with then sup }\\ ej| : X€A']<oO.
PROOF, Let R= (/^ e^CL)Q» Then "by Corollary 2,3.U. ^ER(a|=e^a
for all a in ^ Let the "bound of ER "be M<o.
Then lle^ajN^l^li for all a in ^ (XeK), The result follows
since £^has a "bounded approximate identity (Theorem L|..8,1U
in [_8] ).
LEMMA 2,3,6, Suppose|H^-(A£A)l is a family of Hilbert
spaces all of whose dimensions are at least three; let

"be K(E^) and 0{ "be (5[{7^)0» If is any complementor in

^ such that p:R-^Rp=(^R^ ^)Q (R any closed right ideal
of fa) is a continuous complementor in (T^thon
(i) sup^)| e|(:e e€pj < oo J
(ii) p^ -representing operators T^ may "be found that
satisfy I $ ^ i,il X r.A $ MI ( M finite, independent of A)
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PROOFc Since p is continuous "by Theorem 2„1 .3 each p.A.

is continuous. Therefore by Theorem 2.2.15 any

p^—representing operator T^ is a bounded positive hermitian
«ri

linear operator and the inverse T^ exists and is of the
same type(i,e« positive, bounded, hermitian). Thus there

are constant scalars M^,m^ both finite and strictly
positive such that

m\I < T\ < MVC*
Now it is clear thatjif T^ is a p^-representing operator?
then so also is aT.. for any positive real scalar a.

A,

Therefore by suitable scalar multiplication we ma.y select

the operators T^ to satisfy j| T^jj = jjT^|j=1 . Thus T^> I
for all

Suppose that with this choice of T^ it is not possible
to find a constant M such that T^MI for all , Then

, 2
there exists a sequence such that T^qrh I. Write

Tn for T^ , Hn for etc. Nov/ since l^2"j(~)| T-1)|=i, there
n n

are elements xQn in Hn such that //xonll=1,(Von'Vbn^ (Von'x
but also by hypothesis there are elements xn in such
that (xn>xon)=0 and (Tnxn,xn)= ^2(xn,xn)=^2>n2 (It is
clear that we may include the condition (xn>xon)=0 since
Hn=[xon^+ C) • Now let yn=(l An)xn+xon and consider
the element e of ; we shall denote it by e » Then«y 2^ *• n

(KiMIVnll and^since JUon,T*n)M(Von^n51 I
v/e have:

||ej|» I (StWl IsrJI ^ (Kn-P)e+ W ) .^n» nynT 1 +/2-hT£+<U * &+2l~2 £+2(2
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However this contradicts the conclusion of Corollary 2»3„5#,

Thus (ii) is proved.

(i): let ee£p; then from the discussion in the proof of
Corollary 2.1 .3. © is contained in for some Thus

e = x&T^x/(x,T^x) for some x in H^j and (x,x)=1.
Now Joy/ = yyxjyjrxx^/{frx&x||2 « «*".
(ii) of this Lemma gives the equi-continuity of the

complementers p^ that is required for the extension to the
general case of Theorem 2.2.18 ; this will "be given in

the next Theorem. Part (i) of the Lemma will not "be used

subsequently but was inserted for its intrinsic interest.

THEOREM 2.3.7. Let be a B*^~algebra with no minimal

closed one—sided ideals of linear space dimension less

than three; let p be any complementor in £t. Then p is

continuous if and only if there is a subsidiary involution
^ /fc'intfl satisfying Rp = (R-^) for all closed right ideals

R of 07. If there is an involution )f'with this property

then there is an equivalent norm # /fin (TL that satisfies

the B*condition for

PROOF. Suppose there exists an involution *? satisfying

Rp=(R1)^l Then by Corollary 2.2.19 a*'a?=0 ^a=0 for all
a in()t. Hence we may deduce from Theorem 1+. 1 0.1 3 in

that 31x = 3^ fon all \C\ ( is the family of all
minimal closed two-sided ideals of 0L). Nov; consider the

induced complementor p^ in (3^:
RP?t=Rp n =(R1fn $x =(Rln V =^R1X^ for a11 closed
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right ideals R of Thus "by Theorem 2.2.18 we see that

is continuous; now from Corollary 2.1.3. p itself is

continuous.

Conversely if p is continuous then each p^ is continuous.
Since cn is isometrically ^-isomorphic to the B*^) sum

of its family of minimal closed two-sided ideals^each of
which is i^metrically *—isomorphic with K(H^) (where
is a Hilbert space of dimension not less than three) it

is clearly sufficient to prove the result for J[=(? K(HV))^.#v o

Then by Theorem 2.2.18 P^=P^ > j where <.,> is an equivalent
inner product in and for all closed right ideals R

Ptl yk
of K(H, ): R =(R, ) * >. We must now use the involutions

xX

^^in K(H^) to define an involution on the whole of CTL. ^
and Lemma 2.3.6 (ii) will enable us to do this. We choose

p^-representing operators T^ to satisfy
(x,x) < (T^x,x) ^ M2(x,x) for all x in and all X in A•

It is clear that in each we may take < )- to be given

"by <x,y)> =(x,Txy) for all x,y in (i.e. this is an
equivalent inner product in with the required properties).
Let fee #4 ^denote the inner producl norm
and the associated operator norm in K(IL ). Then:

ar

fWI<|WI£>< MM> e/»0||a||c.s (xiH^.aeKCB^)).
Thus Mj/a^^/l =M|aJ ^ for all a in K(H^) (XeA)«( ) ^
Now we may define *' in dlby:

(a* )x = (a^)X< > ?let || a |) ' = sup |
Then it is clear that if//, |i II are equivalent norms on 01 and
that x'is an involution defined on the whole of ffl> also

/ yj ^

(02-, 3St>W </) is a dual B -algebra and R -^ (R-^) (Relr) is a
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complementor in it. H'ende R -?(Rp) is a complementer in
That it is identical with p follows from the fact that

p^=p^ and Theorem 2.3.2.

We may remove the dimension restriction in the suffiency case

COROLLARY 2.3.8. If 41 is a B*—algebra and -J*'a second involut-
*/

ion in H such that R--^(R^) (ReJL^) is a complementor on 0"L j
then the complementor is continuous.

PROOF, The result is immediate from the proof here and

Theorem 2.2.23.

We conclude this section with a partial result on the

inheritance of complementers under sub-direct sums.

THEOREM 2.3.9. Suppose that is a family of

Hilbert spaces of dimension at least three and p^ is a
complementor in K(H^). Let 0\ "be (l_K(ff^) )Q ^and for any
closed right ideal R of dL define R*3 to "be (£R^o^where
R^ is the intersection of R with the image of K(E^) in 0L .

Then p is a continuous complementor in 01 if and only if

p^ is continuous and there exist p^~representing operators
T^ satisfying c?<ml ^ T^ <" MI (m,M independent of \).
PROOF,Suppose that p is a continuous complementor; then

Lemma 2.3.6 gives the continuity of p^ and the existence
of the T^.

Conversely, suppose the p^ are continuous and T^ exist
with the given properties. Then it is clear that p satisfies

G (i)'G (i i) ,,G(iii)s'G(iv)*^uslng (ii:L)» (iv) of Theorem
2.3.2^ since 01. is a dual B*—algebra and therefore
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complemented). We show that R + Rp is closed; hut this is

clear for we may define iJ ll in ffi to he fal.f =sup
and^as in Theorem 2*3.7j this is equivalent to the given
norm in 01; however it is easy to see that R+R-^ is closed

with respect to U //'.
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I4.,FURTHER OOITTIWU1TY PROPERTIES,

In this section we shall examine in more detail the continuity

properties of a continuous complementer. We show that} if

P is a continuous complementor in a B —algebra^,then 'p'
is also a continuous complementori, and we identify its assoc¬

iated family of minimal idempotents and its derived mapping ,,

which is closely related to the adjoint p—derived mapping. We

also show that the left complementor (L-^L*13*) is continuous

in a natural extension of the definition. We show further

that "both the p-derived map and the adjoint p-derived map

are uniformly continuous and are homeomorphisms. Finally we

define strong continuitj'" of a complementor and show that this

is equivalent to continuity; this will enable us to define

a continuous complementor in an algebra that is not known to

be B" or, more importantly, not known to have one complementor
of the kind in which we are interested already defined on it.

DEFINITION 2.J+.1. If e Is any '—projection in tftyfchen (1—e)frf
is a maximal modular right ideal of 01^and so there exists a
unique element f of P such that (1-e)0Z= (l-f)flt. We can,

P

therefore, define the ADJOINT p-DERIVED MAPPING P' of £
onto £ by:

P'(e) is the unique element of *-p that satisfies
(1-e)or= (1-P'Ce))^.

LEMMA 2.1+.2. If H is a Hilbert space and S, S' two closed
subspaces of H such that S@ST=Kf then S =H,
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i i ju
PROOF„ It is clear that cl(S + S'l = (8 n S') = H, and
so it is only necessary to prove that. S + S'"1 is closed.

Now "by proposition 1.7. there is a "bounded projection U

on H that satisfies UH = S, (1—U)H = S'. Now suppose

that an^ S**y t>ne S,a and an+l3n'^c* Let h "be an arbitrary
element of H; then

(an,h) = (an,(l~U)h) = (an+hn,(l-U)h),
and letting we see that

(an,h)-3(c,(l-U)h) = ((1—U)*c,h)»
Thus £an\ converges weakly to (1-U )c andj since S
whichj "being a closed subspace of a Hilhert spacers itself
a Hilbert spacejit follows that (l-U^ccS^ Similarly

¥*~
it can "be shown that D o €S,J" and so

c = (1-U*)c + U*c e S"S- S,J*.

THEOREM 2.1+.3. If <R is any B*-algebra v/ith a complementor

p and r denotes the natural complementer^then q: R-»R^=R*P'
is a complementor. £q = ('£p) an<3- ^Le q—derived mapping Q
satisfies Q(e) = (Pr(e))*" (ee£).

PROOF. It is clear that q satisfies an(^ ^(iv)*
C^: a eR n R,pt^ aljlcR n R,p' ^ (aflt) ,pc; R,p n Rf = (0);
thus a <51= (0) and by the semi-simplicity of tfLwe have a=0.

C(i^): clearly R + R^- is dense in (Tland so we need only
show that it is closed. Now it is clearly sufficient to

show that for all closed right ideals R of JL Rf + RPt is
closed (since ' is 1-1, onto). Let 0Co=R' + RPf» Then if

a has a unique decomposition to the sum of elements

in R', and RPt (since Rf n Rpf = (0) ). Let r(a) denote
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a"*Ta on a Hilbert space H. Denote "by the image of
R -under this representation (RsL^,); also T^H) is dense in
H. Then let S=cl(Tt)H) and Sp=cl(T H) for any givenK Rp
fixed R in Lr» Then^ using Theorem 2.3.3^ it is easy to
see that S © Sp = H; therefore we may apply Lemma 2.i+»2

to obtain Spx=E. Since it is clear that S^n Sp^=(0)
there is a bounded projection U of B onto itself satisfying

UH=SX , (-1-U)H=Spx. Then for any a in 0XQ: a = r(a) + (1—r)(a)^
and therefore Toh = T^^h + T^ r)(a)^L (h«H), and in this
expression Tr^^h€SX and also:
T h = UT h + (1-U)T h, and UT heS^ (1-U)T h<£ SpJ". Therefore£! O & Et cl

Tr(a)fr = UT^h for all h in H, and consequently pr(a)=U^a
for all a in Now suppose that a Gauchy sequence

in let a be its limit in UL Let M be the bound of U

as an operator on H. Then

IHan>-r(VH ■ l!Tr(nn)-Tr(am) II = < »Ifc^ll

Thus |h(an) | is Cmichy ancU since it is contained in the
closed right ideal R* it converges to an element of R' , It

is now easy to see that |(l-r) (an)j converges to an element of
Rp,} and thus that a is contained in R'+RPt. This completes
the proof that q is a complementer.

Now let e be any element of £:

(P'(o )V),P' = (1-P'(e))<np' = (P'(e)H)' = (1-P
thUS again if f is any element of £.

(fOX)fP» = (l_f)0t^j(l_fy)<ttjp = A ^e Thus ~^"q*
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Finally, for any e in 6:
e ((1—e) OX) 1 = (0-PT (e) )Ol)T = (p,(e))^J and i-fc is
clear from this that 0(e) = (P'(e)) .

o

If s: L-^L is a left complementor on dt^then we may
define a s-projection to "be a minimal idempotent g that

satisfies Rgs= m—g), The s—derived mapping S is defined

"by: for any e in£^ S(e) is the unique s—projection that
is contained in the left ideal $e. If the s—derived

mapping is continuousjthen the left complementer s is
said to he continuous. All these are natural analogues

of the definitions for complementers. Now-if p Is a given

complementer in flt^we have already seen that is
a left complementor; since for any closed right ideal R

R,*= R* , it follows from the above Theorem that L ->L12?) r 1

is also a left complementor in <7Z. It is a corollary to

the following Theorem ths.t the continuity of either of these

left complementers is equivalent to that of p.

THEOREM 2.I4..I4-. If $t.is a B -algebra with a complementor p

and OLhas no two-sided ideals of dimension less than three}
then the following are equivalent:

(i) p is continuousj

(ii) q =»pt is continuousj

(iii) P,B' (the derived maps of p) are uniformly continuous;

(iv) P and P* are homeomorphisms.
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PROOF, (i)^(ii): Since p=»qt and q=,pf it is clearly

sufficient to show that (i ii)^ and in view of Corollary
2.1.3. we may restrict attention to 0£=K(H). Let The the

p—representing operator on H. Then^since p is continuous^
.1

hy Theorem 2.2,15, T and its inverse T are hounded positive

hermitian operators. Thus |x,yj. = (x,T*y) is an equivalent
■A

inner product on H» Also T is a p. .—representing operator
i j

and, therefore, hy a further application of Theorem 2.2.15

P|^ is continuous. However^if R is a closed right ideal of
01 f R1^ =(R1)i,J = [Ta*f1 rafiR^ . Also
Rcl=RtP»= ^1a*-T; = ^fa^TsadR^* D^Ta^f1 laeR^.
Thus R^OR-^iiand^ since R®Rg-= ffl=R@Rp^ ^ we have equality.
Therefore q is continuous.

(0=X iii): First consider K (H). In Lemma 2.2.13. we

showed that for x,xr«H

l\ex ~ex'|| < IIfx - fx'j|llT"^^ll +(l+i|T|!HTIf/ )J.
Thus^ if f^,fg6 \JP(f1 ) - P(f2)|l < aCT)!!^ - f2 \\j where
a(T) is a mono tonic increasing function of (jT || , j j T*1 j|.

For general (TLwe may consider the isometric ^-representat.*

ions as K(H^) of its minimal closed two—sided ideals

1 as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.7^ taking the represent¬
ing operators T^ of the induced complomentors p^ in K(H^)
to satisfy I ^ T^ <MI. Then it is clear that there is a
constant a such that a(T^)< a for all k. That F is uniformly
continuous follows, since f,|,f f^, and fg
are elements of the same By considering q we see that

e-^(PT(e)) is uniformly continuous^and therefore P' is
uniformly continuous since it- is isometric.
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(iii) or (iv)=£-(i) are trivial,

(i) =>( iv): if p is continuous^ then there is a second invol¬
ution W in PL and equivalent norm || If'such that II')
is B* assd p is the natural complementor in and % 18
the set of all self-adjoint minimal idempotents in ffC• Thus,

"by considering the complementor in ^ it can "be
•A

seen that the map P :£ ->£. is continuous. To prove the
ir

corresponding results for P' again consider q,

COROLLARY 2.1+.5. If s,t denote the left complementors

L-*L*^*, LtL^-^ respectively, then (£p) is the set of s—proj¬
ections and Sp is the set of t—pro jections ;further, if S,T
are the s,t-derived maps^then S(e)=(P(e)) and T=Pf, Also
one of p,q,s,t, continuous implies that all are continuous,

PROOF, The first part is easy verification, the second then

follows immediately from the Theorem,

Nov/ let Wl "be the set of all minimal right ideals of a

B*-algehra (Jt and let p he any complementor in SU

DEFINITION 2.1+,6, If R is any closed right ideal of and

a any element of &L ,then a=a^+a2 where a^R, agCRo and this
expression is unique, We call a^ the p—COMPONENT of a in R,
DEFINITION 2,1+,7, Let R he a closed right ideal of (51 and ER
the projection on 51 that maps each a£0t into its p—component

in R, A sequence is said to he p-CONVERGENT to

R6% if Er converges uniformly to ER
DEFINITION 2.1+..8. A complementor p is said to be STRONGLY CONTINUOUS if,

for all sequences ja^ i=0,l,, a.file'Hj that satisfy a^3^ as n->»,
a. 01 is p-convergent to a 01.
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THEOREM 2.1+.9. For a complementer p in a 33*~-alge"bra &L
continuity and. strong continuity are equivalent,

PROOF, Suppose that p is strongly continuous:

if p is not continuous^ then the p-derived map P is not
continuous at some point e of £ , Thus there are elements

en of £ and K>0 such that ||e - on ||.<1 "but j| P(e)-P(en)|>|<
Now [en] converges to e and so^hy the strong continuity

converges to P(e)3 since multiplication on the

left "by these elements corresponds to the projections

of afefifinto its p—components in en^L and eCL respectively.
This is a contradiction^and thus p is continuous.

Conversely, suppose that p is contltmouet

Let an(3- Fo^^^and suppose there exist SLn€ Rnjr a0^R0
such that a ->a , Then each a^, is contained in some N,

n ^ o n ^ A

(where fax j is the family of all minimal closed two-
sided ideals of (Jl) and let ^ "be the one in which aQ is
contained. Then it can easily "be verified that there is

an N such that all n>N. Thus it suffices to

prove the result in the simple case (since^if Rc tj^then
the norm of E^ as an operator on 0Lwill "be equal to the norm
of its restriction to V- So suppose that/37=K(H); an=xn®yn>
an->^=x®y ; and we may assume that /}xn |j =|jx||i1. It is clear
that E-P, a=e a for all a in and a similar expression holds

Ro x ;
for E„ , Thus we wish to prove that lie -e lj-^-0 as n—> oO,

n " xn x

andj since p is continuous^it is sufficient to show that
|Jfx Row ^or aH I1 in H:

jjxn®yn(h)-x®y(h)|-^Ojand putting h=y we have:
||xn®yn(y)-x&y(y)|/q»o or l|(y»yn^xn~^y»y^x(K °* Theref°re
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j(y,yn)|-(y»y) = |Cy»yn)/ (y»y>(|xlh^ 0j thus)since (y,y)
is real and positive,we obtain (y,y -ry)90. Now

(y,y)J|xn-^/^ |(y,yn)-(y,y)J |xj+ ||(y,yn)xn-(y,y)x||*
It is clear from this that xJ|->0 as n^oo. Therefore
IKi® xn - x 0 xiH° i'e' |fx - Thus p is strongly
continuous*
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5.some counter-examples.

EXAMPLE 2.5.1 . The dimension restriction in Theorem 2.2.21

cannot he removed; if H is a Hilbert space whose dimension

is finite but greater than two then there are complementers

in K(H) that are not continuous. This example is motivated

by an example in M.
Let H = Cn and 0{=K(h); then H is a Hilbert space with

inner product ({^ ) = an<3- K(H) is a B*-algebra,
i

Let a be any automorphism of the complex field other than

a(X)=X, a(X)=X (X£G); such an a exists from Csj.
Nov/ for any X in (C define Xf to be cJ (a(x)). Then? if
j3 n n
? X.X. f=C) we have Ta(\. )a(X. ? }=0, and thus ra(L)a(L)=0,
sTi 1 1 > lT", 1 1 ' ~r*, 1 1 '
from which it. follows that a(X^)=0 for i=1.„n; therefore
X^=0 for i=1..n.
Now for ^ in H define <;x,y/ to be X^i^i'*
Then <x,y) =0^^y,x>=0 .for <y,x^=0 4 a1 ( )=0.J

Vr

For any subspace S of H define Sp by

Sp= jx: < x,y>=0 for all y in sj. Then S n Sp=(0), SPP=S3
and if then S^^aS,^. Since all elements of 01 are of
finite rank there is a one-to-one correspondence R->^{.R)
between right ideals of 0£and subspaces of H. Given a right

ideal R of Cfl define Rp to be J(</(R)P), Then we shall show
that p is a complementor in 01; it is clear that p satisfies

G(i),G(iii),G(iv)# Also^for any subspace S of Hj S+Sp is
a subspace of H and (S+Sp)pc:Sp n S =(0). It is easily seen

from this that S+Sp contains all elements of H #f-"the- form

'^ijwith p,j=1 and hence that—S+SP=Ii, It follows
that p also satisfies
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We now show that p cannot he the natural complementer

associated with an equivalent inner product £ ^in H,
For if there is an equivalent inner product |T J such that

rP=J(^(r) ") 5 then -j for any suhspace S of H,8^=S » We
show that this yields a contradiction.

First observe that 1'=1 since a(l)=1.
Now let xJ| =S\i? \1=i,\i=o i/1 ; >^i=0 1"f2'
Then <^x^,x2^=0 and therefore Qc^,x2]=0% Let K^=
Nov/ let a he real; consider x=j\^,xT =|hj\ where ,

and ^1=° ^4
Then [x,x'J = (K1a)K2+(~^^)K1=0 and therefore <Xi^=0;
therefore a«(K^/K2 )a' and3since 1*=1^we see that (K.j/K2f)=1,
Thus a'=a for all real a.

In particular^ this implies = tv^and v/e may clearly suppose
that they are equal to 1,

Now again^if a is real., £x^+iax?,iax^+X2J =0 and therefore
-<^x^ +iax2,: isx^+x^, =0 j and consequently (ia)'+ia=0; hence
i'=—i. Thus}for all \ in Cj Nf=X, which is the required
contradiction. Thus p cannot he exhibited concretely by

means of an inner product^and so by Theorem 2,2,18 it is
not continuous,

EXAMPLE 2,5.2, If H is a Hilbert space of dimension 2,, then
there exists a continuous complementor in K(H) that is not

the natural complementor corresponding to an equivalent

inner product in H, Thus the dimension restriction in

Theorem 2,2,18 cannot be removed.
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\fo
Let x,y "be an orthonormal "basis for H. Per Xecjdefine X't*
Now if S. ±b any one~dimensionul Bubspace of H,' S will be

Jx+AyJ for some X&C or S=[yJ. Define p by
Qc4d^Jp=£x+X,;yj \^0, [x]p=[yj,fy]p={"xj. For any prcpeX
right ideal R of K(H) define Rp to be J(<J(R)P). Let
(0)p=K(H), and (K(H))p=(0). Then it can be seen that p

is a complementer on K(H)»aiso, since jjx+Xyl pJ"-[x+ >\ IXTyJ and fy]1 X=[
to 8 , e = y a y. Since WMXi2x+7>y ( x+Xy,x+MXpy ) y
is continuous)it can be seen thai X is continuous.)
and hence that p is continuous.

Suppose there is an inner product < )in H such that

Sp=S^ ^ j then <x, yy =0, and for X ^ 0
, ■ <x + y> • <*,*>- ^y,y> • 0 1,118 oannot hola

for all X and is the required contradiction.

EXAMPLE 2,5.3. G(ii) replaced by This
example shows clearly how essential the strong form

was for the extension of Theorem 2,2,18 to Theorem 2,3.7.

Let H be a three dimensional Hilbert space with an

orthonormal basis x,y,z; let the inner product in H be ( , ).
Define an operator Tncm H by Tn(ax+Py+Xz)=nax+(3y+Xz; a, (J, X
any elements of C. Then Tn is a bounded, positive, hermitian
operator on H^and its inverse is defined and is an operator
of the same kind. Thus we may define an equivalent inner

product in H by <u,v>n=(Tnu,v). Let JLbe K(H).
Define pn in 31 to be P< ^ • Now let ^0=(^.^)Q^ (i €. Z).

= -i/( i > i5- > )
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Then 0^, is a dual B*—algebra^an<3 so "by Theorem 2.3.2, if R
is any closed right ideal of then R=(£R^)o^where Ri is
the intersection of R with the image of in Define

r> Pi
p on ^ by R )0* Then it can be verified that p
satisfies G(p)>c(ii),,G(iii)»C(iv)* Suppose that p satisfies
G(ii)» Then it is a complementor and, since each p^ is
continuous, p is continuous. Therefore by Lemma 2.3.6^ if
we select p^.—-representing- operators* T^' to satisfy
then thefe is a constant M such that ^ MI» However T^

is a p^-representing operator and jjT^ jj=i ; thus there exists
M such that T^MI; but this is a contradiction since

(Tnx,x)=n(x,x)»
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3. SEMI-SIMPLE RIGHT COMPLEMENTED ALGEBRAS•

1. INTRODUCTION.

We have shown in Chapter 2 that in the case of a right

complemented Banach algebra that is known to be B*' the

complementorjif continuous^can be expressed in two simple
ways: viz as the natural complementer associated with a

subsidiary involution in the algebra, and;,via a Hilbert

space representation's the natural complementor associated
with an equivalent inner product in the representing space.

Conversely, complementers of this form are continuous, The

main emphasis in this Chapter will be on an investigation of

the representation theory of a semi-simple right complemented

algebra that is not known to be B to see how closely we can

approach the results available in the B* case. We give a

definition of continuity of a right complementer which^
because of Theorem 2,h.9,is equivalent to the original
definition in the B^" case. In ^3 we show that every primitive
Banach algebra (none of whose minimal two-sided ideals is

of dimension less than three) with a continuous complementor

admits a Hilbert space representation,and that orthogonality

in the Hilbert space is related to the right complementor

in the expected way. Further, we give necessary and sufficv

ient conditions on a primitive Banach algebra of operators

on a Hilbcrt space for it to have a right complementor

naturally induced by the inner product in the Hilbert space.

We show that the complementor will then be continuous. In

we apply those results to a semi-simple right complemented

algebra.and again obtain a faithful continuous representation

on a Hilbert space through which the complementor can be

exhibited.
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We discuss the second form of exhibition of the right

complementer in ^ 5 when we are considering annihilator
algebras.

While it is true that this constitutes the main emphasis in

this Chapter, we do not restrict ourselves only to this. In

the B* case the structure of the algebras concerned was well

known and they were already known to be dual. These questions

are examined here. In §2 we give an account of the structure
of semi—simple right complemented Banach algebras. In § 5 we

discuss situations in Which such algebras are annihilator

algebras and the consequences of their being so; in particular^
we show that a primitive right complemented Banach algebra

that is either a left or right annihilator algebra is dual^

and that a semi—simple bi-complemented Banach algebra with

the one-sided annihilator properties is dual.

Our discussion in this Chapter does in some cases overlap

with [12]. For completeness of the present account we have
not avoided this; however, it is explicitly stated When this

does occur.

We have only considered right complementors (which are

sometimes referred to as complementers) but it is clear that

analagous results could have been obtained for left complement-

tors.

In ^6 we give some counter-examnles. In particular We

show that a priflitt/fve Banach algebra with a continuous right

complementor need not be a one-sided annihilator algebra.

As before we shall consider only comolex algebras.
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2,STRUCTURE THEOREMS,

In this section we examine the structure of a semi-simple

right complemented algebra 91. We begin by showing that the

socle is dense in 01 and that fflis the direct topological sum

of its minimal closed two-sided ideals^each of which has a

naturally induced complementor. We then show that the

complementor in can be constructed from a knowledge of the

induced right complementors^for any closed right ideal of
OLis the topological sum of its intersections with the minimal

closed two-sided ideals^and its complement is the topological
sum of the induced complements of these intersections. We

show finally that a complementor is induced in the quotient

algebra of 01 with any closed two—sided ideal.

Let p be the complementor in 01; we begin with two results

of Tomiuk Oj.
LEMMA 3.2.1. The socle (J is dense in 01.

PROOF, Let I=cl( £p^) where |p^:A€(V^is the set of all
minimal idempotents in 01. If x ^ 1^ then 3since I is a two-
sided ideal,asd by Lemma 1,8. x el^and therefore pjx=0 for

all y. Thus X€(p4-l)0t and is therefore (using Corollary 1.5) contained in the
intersection of all the maximal modular right ideals of <Jt.

Since Oils semi-simplejx=0. Thus Ip=(0) and I=$*

THEOREM 3.2.2. is the direct topological sum of its

family of minimal closed two-sided ideals.

PROOF. Let K be the topological sum of the minimal closed

two—sided ideals of 01. Let R be a minimal closed right ideal

of then^by the proof of Lemma 2.8.8. in 0>Jj the smallest
closed two-sided ideal !j of 01 that contains R is minimal
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closed. That K=tfLnow follows from Lemma 3.2.1. By the

proof of Theorem 6 in DJ K is a direct topological sum.

We now show that^if is the family of all
minimal closed two-sided ideals of ^then a right complementer

p^ may he induced in in a natural way. Here we are
following a similar course to [12] (see Lemma 1 ).
LEMMA 3.2.3. If R is a closed right ideal in then R is

a closed right ideal in

PROOF. Certainly R is closed in 61, From Lemma 1.8. we see

that is a two-sided ideal of Now let y he an element

of (Sljfy=r(a^+a2) where r € R, a^e. a2e thus y=r^+ra2
where r^ e R; however =(o),and therefore y=r^
and RflicR as required.

THEOREM 3.2.i|i„ A right complementer p^ can he induced in .
P-x

PROOF., For any closed right ideal R of define Rj to he

RP 0 It is clear that this is a right complementer

in J^(the proof is identical to the corresponding part of
Theorem 2.1.2).

Now this discussion and diverge.

PROPOSITION 3.2.5. (i) y^^x»H^;(ii) if ReLr ^ Rc:V
then (RP n = R Qjp;(iii) if ReLr and Ret^then
RPx ®^P = RP.

PROOF, (i) is immediate from the proof of Lemma 2.3.1.
(ii): by Lemma 1.2. we have (Rp n £/^)P = ® \ )•
By the properties of p^ we see that (Rp n n^ R*

insert: and let y=ra, reR; then we can T.vrite a=a]_+a2,
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Now suppose that xe(RP n^\)P © $7^+ Put x=t-|+t2
where t^^, t2^^p. Therefore x-tgst1 € (RP n ^)P\(R © tfxP)
since ^2^^Pc^X.P ® p* However t^e^ and therefore t^e ^o(Rpfv(J^
=R.r This is a contradiction.

(iii): ApP^y "the result of (ii) to the closed right ideal

RP?l of Then R*\ C/^P = (RP?i°pn = (R^^)5 = RP.
NOTATION. for any closed right ideal R of fft denote "by R^
the closed right ideal R ^ 0 \ of QJ, (\&A).
THEOREM 3.2.6. If R is a closed right ideal of 07,then R

P?L
is equal to cl(^R^:\£A ), and Rp is equal to cl(£
PROOF. Let acR; then "by Lemma 1.3. aeadl. Then using

Theorem 3.2.2. it can he seen that^given any £>0^there
exist : i=1 . .nj^A and elements b^ of such that
||a - +.."b^)|[<£ • Thus Rccl(l.R^).
However, and it follows that Rocl(5- R n ^).

Conversely, RoR r*3 ^ for all \£A>and therefore R^cl(l R\).
Consequently, we have R=c1( X \).

Now applying this result to Rp we see that

Rp=cl(£Rp n J ^)ccl( ^R^P njx) = cl( Z.R^ X). Also,since
R=cl( £i\) and ^P^ for it is easily seen that
R ccl(Rx+ 5yP) • Therefore RP3 (cl(Rx+7xP) )v=R^n^l^X;
hence RP 3 cl(£R^ . Combining this with the previous
inclusion we have equality.

We conclude this section with a discussion of circumstances

in which a right complementer in a Banach algebra is

inherited.
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THEOREM 3.2.7. Lot (Tl"be a right complemented Banach algebra

and of "be a closed two-sided ideal of . Thenyif is the
quotient algehra O^jit is possible to induce a right
complementor in

PROOF. Let R? "bo any closed right ideal of csLl let q "be the

map sa-^Ja+y], Then R=q1(RT) is a closed right ideal
of Oi and thus its complement RP is defined. Define pf on

the closed right ideals of fiC "by =ei(q(q^ (Rf )P) )C It

is easily seen that this is q(cl(q^(Rf)P+0))=q((q^(R1)n0p)p).
It is clear that pf satisfies C^v^.
C/.j: we show that R ncl(Rp+9)= ^. Let x "be in this intersect
ion, then put x=y+z where y£3,z€UP; since x,y are in R it

follows that z«R. But also xecl(Rp+£) and^since ys^ it

follows that zecl(Rp+U). Thus z€cl(Rp+(y) n R n CIP» However

(R <^3 P)P=cl(RP+^) and therefore z=0 and xgj,

C(ii): let a' "be any element of . Let a "be any element of
$£that satisfies q(a)=a'» Then put a=h+c where "beH, ceRP.
Then a'=q("b)+q(c) and q("b)€Rf, q.(c) « q( (q1 (Rf) )p)_, and it

J i

follows that =R-'+Rfp e and—thart q( (q (r' ) )p) is closea.

C : R'P'=q(q"1 (Rf )P); thus q1 (R,p' )-> q"1 (R* )Pe(111)" f

Therefore q(q (R,p )p)oR£
Then "by Lemma 1.1. p* is a right complementor,

A natural question is whether,if a Banach algebra fflis
the direct topological sum of a family of its closed two-sided

ideals and each of these is right complemented.,then Jl.is

itself right complemented. An answer has "been given to this

in the special case in Theorem 2.3.9. In this case d£was

"f This is closed by foj page 44.
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already known to have an ^unrelatecy complementor(R-^ R*)
defined upon it., and thus to satisfy the first part of

Theorem 3.2.6(in the stronger form of B*"(oo) sums). Thus

to obtain any general result it would seem to "be necessary

to include in the hypothesis the condition that any closed

right ideal of can "be expressed in this form. It would

not therefore be very interesting.

Theorems 3.2.2 and 3.2.6 effectively reduce the study

of semi-simple right complemented Banach algebras to the

primitive case. We study these in the next section.

3.PRIMITIVE RIGHT COMPLEMENTED BANACH ALGEBRAS.

We are considering here a primitive complex Banach algebra

which} being right complemented, has minimal right ideals.
Thus [hj 2.2+.8 to 2.^.19 is relevant* We shall make frequent
use of the results contained here. In the discussion in

a continuous representation is obtained on a pair of Banach

spaces in normed duality. In our particular case we shall

show that one of these is a Hilbert space. The representation

in question is the left regular representation on a minimal

left ideal. We give a more general definition of continuity

of a right complementor and show that this is precisely the

condition required to obtain the required representation.

We begin, however, by giving conditions on an algebra of

operators on a Hilbert space that will ensure that it is

right complemented.
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Let St be an irreducible algebra of operators on a Hilbert space H, and suppose

that is a Banach algebra with respect to a norm, il II, that majorises the operator

norm, I t,

LEMMA 3.3.1c Let S be a closed subsjfe.ce of K(H). If Etflcfljfor all E in 5^then

left multiplication of 01 by E is a bounded linear operator of <31 into itself. Further,

there exists a constant k such that IlEak||a|| IE| for all a in ft,, E in 3 ,

PROOFe We first prove that^each E in S , is a continuous

operator on 01; to do this we show that E is closed.

Suppose II an~Who, /|Ean--b|hO;
then l(an~a!l**° Han-«t->° * l^n-Esh° .

and Ea ; therefore Ea=b. Hence "by the

closed graph theorem E is continuous.

We now prove that the map U of ^5 into defined hycL

UaE=Ea is continuous for each a in0£. Again it is sufficient
to show that it is closed.

Suppose |Bn—Ef->0 (i) and j|EnaA&jj-^0 (ii) (En»E 5 p).
"Then from (i) |e a-Eal^O^. and from (ii) |e a-bj-^0,I II ' H *

Therefore "b=U E and the onerator U is closed. Therefore it
o. d

is continuousjand so there exists a constant k such that
a

J|Ea||<kajE| (E e; S ,). The result now follows using the
uniform boundedness theorem.

Insert: left multiplication by
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We can now show that a very general algebra of operators

on a Hilhert space is right complemented,

THEOREM 3,3.2, If H is a Hilhert space and (f^a strictly

dense algebra of operators on H" that is a Banach algebra

■under a norm jf j^then dt is right complemented if it "has a. dense
Socle add either of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i): E<3Lcdtfor all orthogonal projections E on H;

(ii): EOtcfitfor an E£k(h) ,
PROOF,We first observe that^if E is an orthogonal projection
of rank one on H, then EOlcffl and so Ot contains elements of

rank one; it follows that at contains minimal one—sided

ideals. Then from Theorem 2,. 1 , in £*8J it follows that

Jj y majorises the operator norm / /*,
How for any closed right ideal R of d7 define R-^ to be

|a:a<fOt, aHc(RH)'J'^, We show that this is closed:
suppose a^^k®. HvWI-fo ; then (a^—aj^O and therefore^ since
a^HxRH^it follows that aHxRH and hence aeR-^. Thus p maps
the set of all closed right ideals of (71 into itself. Also

it is clear that p satisfies

We now prove c(ii)»^(iii) id i*16 special case of R
minimal. Let E be the orthogonal projection of H' onto RH,

We show that R=Effh let aeS; then certainly Eah=ah (heH) and

therefore Ea=a. Thus ER=:R and so E0l?R. Now let Ea be any

element of E££; then Ea is an element of <TL of finite rank

whose range is contained in RH^and so,by Theorem 2.U.18. in

jEaeR. Thus EClcR and)combining this with our previous

inclusion^ we have equality.

C(ii): Now R^=|a:aH(.(RH)**"^ andj since (1-E)0(Hc(RH)^ we see
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that (1 -E )01cRp. HoWeve r 01 = E01+ (1 -E )ffl and E#=R, (1 _E >fcRP
and R n Rp=(0),from which it follows that Rp=( 1-E)jL_>and
hence 07.=R + Rp.

C(iii)' : rPP= t'' aHc(^RPH)X]3 [a'■ ^R.
This proof of holds Por general K; ift this particular
case we see that is (1—E)H and its orthogonal complement

is EH,and thus we have equality throughout.
We now suppose that R is a closed right ideal of 01.that

is the topological sum of a family jR^:\€-Xj of minimal right
ideals of 31. Since the proof of Lemma 1.2. uses only c(iv)
and we have Rp =f}R^t

We now consider R+Rp, It is clear that cl((H+RP)H)
contains RH and (RH)*1" and is, therefore, the whole of H.

t
Thus, since elements of finite rank are dense in 01 and

using Theorem 2.1+. 18 in £8 J^we see that cl(R+Rp)=-0"£. We
now consider the two cases senarately to show that R+Rp Is

closed.

(i): Let {(vV} he a Cauchy sequence in R+Rp that converges
to c in 0[( a^ e R, h eRp), Let ER he the orthogonal projection
of H onto RH. Then ||an+t,n,~cand?since E^ is a hounded
linear onerator of 01 Into itself (a consequence of the first

part of the proof of Lemma 3.3.1» ); We have ^pan+EjjLn—E^c |U>0#
However, E^a^hjsa h (h#i) and so E^a^a^j ERhnh=0 (heH) and
so ERhn=0. Thus jja^-E^c ||^0, Thus -|anj- is a Cauchy sequence;
andjsince it is contained in R^it converges to an element of
R. Thus ERce.R. It is now clear that is Cauchy> and,
heing contained In R7^ it converges to an element d of Rp.
Now ian+hn^ converges to E^c+d and therefore c=ERc+d cR+Rp.
Thus R+Rp is closed.

"I" The socle of Of coincides with the set of elements of finite rank ( C 8J page &5\
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(ii): ^gain let ^an+^n^ "be a Cauchy sequence in R+R^ and
let its limit "be c (an<eR,hn£Rp). Let K "be the maximum of
"1 and the constant obtained in Lemma 3.3.^. R°w given £>0j

there exists an4^S\ such that |\an£~anJ|<£^2K; + »-E7t
where c =c(n,€); also there is an N such that \\an+-bn-cJ|<£/K
for all n>N. Let ®np"be the orthogonal projection onto

^KX^n+ Then an^~En£ang and consequently

||an~En£an|| ^||^n~aT1^./! + ||En£an~Entan£ ll ^(£/2K) + (£/2) £,
Now let F he the orthogonal projection onto any other finite

dimensional subspace of R?fjand denote hy (PuE ) the orthog^-XX Q,,

onal projection of H onto FH+E H. Then
XX

II(MnE>Van)h IKeV (PUEnS-' C1 "V5 an"an|.
11W an IWVEn +K>.

me

1
Now take P to he E

r

l(VUEm«K-tEnAt>0lh^Bntu!!m«>(V1,n-0'J| <£(»>»).
Then:

llan-am^||(\£UEmE)Vanl|+|(EnSu\£>Vam||+l/(VUEm£)(an-d(|
+ ||(EneUEms)(am-c)||^ 2£(1+K)+2£ (n,m>]Sr).

Thus £an^ is Cauchy and as before converges to an element
a of R; then as aLs° Cauchy and converges to an element

h of R"0, and c=a+b. Thus R+R® is closed.

^(iii) noW immediate in hoth cases since we already have

E(iii)*» We complete the proof hy showing that every closed
right ideal of tflis the topological sum of all the minimal

right ia.eals that it contains. Let R he any closed right

ideal of and |r^:X€Ajthe family of all minimal right ideals
of Cfi that are contained in R,
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Now let a be any element of R: put a=b+c where b«cl(s_Rx)
and c <=; (cl( =f\R^p. Since R 3cl(^ R^)^h^R and thus
cfiR n ( ARP).

> A-

Now let heH and let E be the orthogonal projection of H onto (>h], Note that, since

ceR, [chJcRli. Now, by hypothesis, SOTcat. Also Effl is a minimal right ideal of ft

since each of its elements has rank one (see [oj page 65). Also EflAR: in fact

E«cJ([ohj)ci(J(R)), and hence EflcR by Theorem 2.A.18 in [Gj . It follows that
for some ^ in now <-■(.- y , so that chjR^H=Ni(H=£ch3 ♦ In particular ( ch, ch) =0 and

hence ch=0. Since h was arbitrary in H we have c=0. It follows that R=cl(siR>J.
This completes the proof that p is a right complementor inffl.

In order to obtain a representation of this form for a

general semi-simple right complemented algebra we shall extend

the definition of continuity to include the general case.

DEFINITION 3.3.3. A sequence of minimal right ideals

of a right complemented Banach algebra S[. is said to be

p-convergent to a minimal right ideal R if the associated

projection operators ER . E-pj (notation of definition 2.k.7)
n

are such that E^ converges uniformly to E^ on any minimal
. n

left ideal of ffl
It can be seen thatj if <J7 is B* then this definition is
equivalent to definition 2,l|..7.

DEFINITION 3.3.U. A right complementor p in a Banach

algebra is continuous ifj for every convergent sequence ^an*j
of elements of rank one of ftjthe ideals a^are jp-convergent
to a<^where a is the limit of K.N
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Again, we see that3if <71 is B ^then this definition is
equivalent to strong continuity, which wae shown to "be

equivaiant to the definition of continuity given in Chapter 2.

We shall now proceed by using results of J>2 of Chapter 2
to obtain a HiTbert space representation for a primitive

Banach algehra that has a continuous right complementer.

Such an algehra has minimal one-sided ideals and a dense

socle.

We first prove a lemma that is quoted in as a natural

extension of the real case which is proved inret
LEMMA 3,3*6. Suppose that ^ and jffg are complex linear
spaces with dimension greater than two and A-M' is a one-to-

one correspondence "between their one-dimensional sub spaces

that preserves linear independence. Then there exixts a

one-to-one semi-linear transformation T of ^ onto 3^ such
that fTxJ=fxJ' (x£^)»
PROOF. Fix linearly independent elements in 96"^, and yQ
in / xq| ', If the semi—linear mapping T exists^then t(x0)=^y"0j
and without loss in generality we can take \=1. Then, if x=fPxo)
CxT'[xo-kJ' are linearly independent and Cx]''[xo]''[xo-kT
are linearly dependent. Thus yQ=y+z uniquely where

zf^c0-xj'. Define Tx=y for such x. In particular Tx^=y^
is defined; and a similar process using x^ now gives T(j3xQ).
Let M "be <9 three dimensional subspace of containing x^,XQJX;
and let M' he the three dimensional subspace of 3$, spanned

hy |"a':Ac.M and is 1—dimensional!, The lemma is known for
three dimensional subspaces(a collineation between two

complex projective planes may he represented analytically hy

t In fact, we use Theorem 1 of [k-~\ and thus render this lemma redundant.
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means of a semi-linear transformation... £7J pg 111-112),
Thus there exists a semi—linear transformation Tf taking

M onto M' and satisfying [t ,x]=[xj\ But from the uniqueness
of T sho^/n ahove it follows that T must "be a scalar multiple

of T'; thus T is semi-linear on M. In particular7the -

associated automorphism of € is obtained^, either hy considering
T(XxQ)>or T(kx) ass! x was an arbitrary element of 3^. Now^
taking M to he lin(x ,x,u) (arbitrary x,u in 36j)}We shall
obtain the same semi—linear transformation. Thus^for all

x,u inX1#X»|i€®7 T(Ax+pji)'»A,Tx+ja,Tu.

NOTE that use of the Theorem concerning collineations between

complex projective planes could have slightly shortened the

first part of ^2 of Chapter 2, It was not used there as it
seemed desirable to exhibit the behaviotir of p-projections

more clearly.

NOTATION. If is a Banaoh Space and S,T two closed subspaces

that satisfy S+T=£-f SnT=(0), then we shall call the bounded

projection of into S taking x=y+z (yeS,z«T) into y

the projection by (S>"B) of ^fento S.

In the case of a BAalgebra that was complemented we used

the complementer to induce a new notion of orthogonality

into the representing Hilbert space; in order to generalise

this we shall define a linear space complementer. A

primitive Banach algebra with right complementer has a faith*-',

ful strictly dense representation on a Banach snace. We shall

show that a linear space complementer is induced in this space.
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DEFINITION 3.3.6, Suppose Is a Banach space and S -?sP
Is a one-to—one mapping of the set ^ of closed subspaces of

^ onto Itself that satisfies:

Z^y. S n^sP = (0) (Sol);
L(il): S + SP =- (SC^)j
L(iii): SPP = S ($*});
L(iv): if> S1C1-S2 then S1P-^'S2P
then p:S->Sp is a LINEAR SPACE COMPLEMENTOR (LSC) on £.
A sequence {\\of one-dimensional subspaces of ^ Is said to
he p-CONVERGENT to a closed euhspace A if the sequence ^E^
is uniformly convergent to E^where E^ denotes the projection
"by (A^A P) of ^ onto A and E denotes the projection hy
(A;AP) of 3b onto A. An (LSC) o Is CONTINUOUS if fx lis

L Pi ^Cn,*-irO

p—convergent to whenever converges to x (xn,x«aoj.

We shall now use Theorem 2 of fix "J ;

THEOREM 3.3.7. If 56is a Banach apicreo that has an LSC

defined on it
} then an inner product can he introduced in

The inner product norm is equivalent to the given norm in3b,

We do not in fact require the full force of this Theorem,

hut only that,if has a continuous LSC^then^is reflexive.

However, an independent proof of this is not conspicuously

short, so it is not given,

Now^ if 61 is a primitive right complemented algebra,it contains
a minimal idempotent e. Thus /S[e is a minimal left ideal of

We shall denote it hy We shall construct an LSC

on it in the next Theorem; part of the proof is contained

in Lemma 6 of f 2|, Note ohat £ is closed ( £83 , Lemma 2.1.10).
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POTATION, For' ar>y closed ertbspace S of { write J(S) = ^at£Il a£<csj-
and for any closed right ideal R of #write /(«) for R£.
THEOREM 3.3.8. If Otis a right complemented primitive

Banach algehra and £=$e a fixed minimal left ideal of ^then:

(i): R-^(R) defines a 1-1 mapping of the set of all closed
right ideals of^onto the set of all closed subspaces of jC ;

(ii): p, the right complementer in , induces an LSC q. in -l
defined hy S^=J(^j(8)^) ^
(iii): if p is continuous then q. is continuous.

PROOF, (i): it is clear that ^(S) and J(R) are closed for
all S, R.

(a)/(R)=Rn£: that J(R)cRn£ is clear; also x£Rn£-*x=xe -^x^Rjr.
Cfc^is onto:given any closed subspace S of / consider the
closed right ideal 8fllof(T[. S=Se and so S#n£=Setfe=Se= S; if

zeSfi/n^then z=limzn, zn€S^?and therefore z=ze=lini(zne)eS(f?n£ •

asd therefore zeS and /(S0])cS. .Since Se=S?the reverse

inclusion is clear and thus ^(Sai)=S.
(c) sjis 1-1; suppose ^(R,| )=J(R2)=S (R^R^ closed right ideals
of 01). Then if agR^ . a£cS and we may write a=a^+a2 where

a^R^, a2eR^P. Let xcJL; ax=a^x+a2x, but axcS (afeR^) and
a^xeS (a^gR^jand therefore a2xeS=R.1nr# Thus a?xcR^nR1T)=(o)„
It follows that a,£=£o) and, since 01 is topologicaiiy simple

and semi-simple 3we have a2=0. Thus RgcH-j and the argument
Is clearly symmetric.

(d)^./(vf(R) )=R: for any closed right Ideal R4a (R) )=^(RrwL):»R;
aiso 3if aeJ(4(R) )5 write a=a1+a2 where a^R, a2<£Rp. Then
al=a^l+a2l (le£) and?as above^a2i=0 and therefore a2=0.
(e) «(J(S))=S: for any closed subspace S of / there is a
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closed right ideal R of ^ such that S^j^R)} and the result
follows applying;j (d) to R,
This completes the proof of (i).

(ii) ,if xeSnS^then ^(£xj )<^(S)n^(Sq-)=^S)n(^(S) )^=(0).
L(^^)..for any x in£:x=x.1+X2 Where x^J(S) fX2&J(.S)®} and this
decomposition is unique. Since x=xe;we have also x=x^e+X2e}
and .j since x1e<sJ(S),x2e^(S)^ it follows that x^=x^etx2=x2e •
Thus x^gS and x2eS<1.
L(jii) can he verified immediately using (d),(e) ahove and

is trivial.

(iii): suppose that p is continuous.Let Jx^ he a sequence (*0*°)
in that converges to an element x^inj^; let Ex he the
projection hy ( £x] ; fxJ ) of £ onto £xjj, and let Ex he

n

similarly defined. Then x^C^xCI are minimal right ideals
of$.and we shall denote them hy Rn» R» Then let ER ,ER

n

he the projections hy (RnJ^n^) an<^ (R;R^5) respectively of
Cionto R , R. By Lemma 1.3. ^p^n' xgR and therefore; since
p is continuous iE^ L converges to E„ uniformly on anyI n

minimal left ideal of 61; in particl&ar it converges uniformly

onNow for any z in 1 : z=z.j +zg where z.| =ERzgR, z2=(1-Er) zeR^
and from the proof of (ii) z^€j[R) =
Thus Ex is equal to the restriction of E^ to Xy&nd it can he
shown similarly that E is the restriction of E~ toil.

n n

It follows immediately that q is continuous.

We shall now consider also the algehra j-that is the closure
in the operator norm of the algehra of all operators of finite

rank on^. We shall write <^(R) for r£ (R any closed right
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right ideal of j^) aTld S) - : k£csj (S any closed subspace
0? X) •
THEOREM 3*3*9, If dt has a right complementor p then Q is dual.
PROOF, By Theorems 3.3*8 and 3*3*7 we see that /. is a Filbert

space under an equivalent norm,, and thus |is a B*"-algehra
under an equivalent norm. The result is immediate.

THEOREM 3*3.10, If fft has a continuous right complementor p?

then has a continuous right complementor pQ that is a
natural extension of p.

PROOF, V/e see from Theorem 3.3*8 that p induces a continuous

LSC . q in Ji . Now for any closed right ideal R of^- define
R e to he ^a;a^j^, a£cJ(R)^J . This is certainly a closed
right ideal of J, Also it is clear that pg satisfies
and For a given closed right ideal R of J let E
he the projection hy (vi(R) ;^(R)<3') of onto v^(R). Suppose
that a is an arbitrary element of J-, Then a=liman where

|anl is a sequence of elements of finite rank. Thus Ea^
is an operator on £ of finite rank and therefore Ean€jf"* Thus

|Ea^ is a Cauchy sequence In tfand it converges to an element
h of?; also rjfrom Theorem 18 in Obit can he seen that Ea^c R
and^since R is closed,it follows that heR* Now it is clear
that j(1-E)a / is a Cauchy sequence^hy the same TheoremnJ Fe P
it is contained in R and so converges to a limit c in R .

X) -

Thus a=b+c e R+R e. Finally^hy another application of
Theorem 18 In £lj/ R=^^R))jan<I if is then clear that pg
satisfies C(iii)
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It remainb to show that is continuous. Suppose that £anJ
is a sequence of elements of rank one on f and a3,a » another

element of rank one on £, Then the closed right ideals
are minimal and we wish to show that is pe~convar-

ergent to au. Every maximal closed right ideal of ^ is
modular (since^is dual)} and so "by Corollary "1.5-every
minimal right ideal contains a unique p -projection,. Let0

fn,f "be pe—projections' satisfying =an^' is
clear that multiplication on the left "by t ,f gives rise to

p 4 p
the projections "by ).ana (ajt;(p) °) respectively
of onto an;^» a^ Thus it will "be sufficient to show that
^fn—f^-^O, However.7it can also he seen that fn,f are the
projections hy (an^ and (a^(ajC)<1) of /J onto a^, a£
Theorem 3,3.8 gives the continuity of q and therefore

which completes the proof.

This Theorem shows that ^under an equivalent normals a B*-
algehra with a continuous right complementer. Thus we may

apply the results of ChaptenJLj2 to

THEOREM 3,3.11. If the right complementer p in $Tis continuous

and the dimension of ^is at least three^then an inner
product ajaoduot (, ) can he introduced into C. such that

Pe=P( , )•
PROOF, This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2,18,

COROLLARY 3.3.12, The LSC q in <L corresponds to orthogonal

complementation with respect to (,).
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We can now state the main Theorem of this section.

THEOREM 3.3.13. If is a primitive Banach algehrn^with a

continuous right complementer p^ then ct has a continuousyfaithfuh,
strictly dense representation on a Hilhert space H. For any

closed right ideal R of fflj TaHi|heH:he,TaHj afeRj. j
(a~i>Tadenotes the representation). The socle of $ consists
of all elements of 01 whose image -under the representation

is of finite rank on H; this image is generated "by the set

of all operators of the form x ® y where x ranges through

H and y ranges through a dense subspace H'0 of H. Further^if
E is any o-rthogonal projection on H , then for any a in fa-
there Is an element h in 0Tsuch that ET =1^.
PROOF,, Let e he a fixed minimal idempotent of (3i.andX.the
minimal left ideal Ofe of Then hy Theorem 5.5.8 r> induces

a continuous LSC in the Banach space JL. Now hy Corollary

3.3.12 there Is an inner product (,) in jC such that the

LSC q corresponds to orthogonal complementation with respect

to (,) and the inner product norm In X Is equivalent to the

original norm. H is the Hilhert space whose elements are

those of and whose inner product is (,). Let a^Ta he the
representation of ^ton H corresponding to the left regular

representation on X. Now Theorem 2.the
^faithful

left regular representation of on X, i s continuous^,and
.faithful

so it follows that R>V is continuous^/. Also the socle of
.which is dense from Lemma 3,2.1,, maps onto the suhalgehra

of B(H) generated hy the elements of the form x & y where

x ranges through H and y ranges through a subspace of H.

This subspace,which we shall denote hy HQ,is £yeH:x&y=Ta
for some a in&lj. Nov; we see from Theorem 3.3.8 (i),(ii)
'!Insert: (whose minimal left ideals have dimension at least three)
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that RP=^(<^(R)g)=^(<?/(R)^) as required.
In order to simplify the notation we shall prove the remain¬

der of the Theorem for an algebra of operators of this form

on a Hilhert space. It is clearly sufficient to do this.

We show first that^if iTL is the given algebra and H the
Hilbert space and E any orthogonal projection on H^then

Let S be the range of E; and let R=^(S); then l?P=|(Sp.
Then for any a in 51: a=a^ +a^ where a^ gR,a^R^ and also

ah=a^h+a2h (hsH)j and a^heS, a^heo ; but also ah=Eah+(1-E)ah
and therefore Ea=a

We now prove that is dense in H, Let S=el(Ho). If
f° L

then there exists an element x[in S , Now any operator of
(\

Oft of finite rank is of the form iL(x. ® y.) and we can
Lr-I 1 1

assume that the set is linearly independent. Let (l-E)
be the orthogonal projection of H onto the subsuace generated

by |x^ : j=1, 2. .n^ij. Then x. 8 y1)€flti,e,. l&^ay. € <ftt
and thus y, cH , Therefore jt(xi & y.)x=0. However operators
of finite rank are dense in ph with respect to //ft; thus^ given

a^Ctjthere exists a sequence ^an^ of elements of finite rank
such that IIa-anl^°; thus 0 and^ since anx=0 for all n^it
follows that ax=0 for an a in®.which is a contradiction.

Therefore S=H.

This Theorem shows that every primitive Banach algebra with

a continuous right complementer has a continuous represent¬

ation as an algebra of the kind given in Theorem 3,3.2 0)»
and that this representation preserves the right complementer.

In the next Theorem we give a ponveree to"'thls. Condition

(ii) of Theorem 3,3.2 will be discussed in £.5,
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We first give as a Corollary an alternative characterisation

of these algebras. QIq is the completion of^with respect to | |.
CjOROLLARY 3.5.11)., If Oils a primitive Banach algebra with

a continuous right complementor ^ then tf/may he embedded 'in
a B^-algebra The image J-(lrf) is a dense subnlgobra of 07o,
and}if * denotes the natural comnlementor of OTQ and R is any
closed right ideal of^then cll(R) TnI(^t)=l(RT5).

THEOREM 3.3.14. Let 01 be a strictly irreducible algebra of operators

on a HUbert space H that is a Banach algebra under a norm ji II that

majorises the operator norm I I. Suppose also that operators of finite

rank; are dense in <31, and that Bdcfil for any orthogonal projection E on

H. Then the map p: R-tR^ =J[rJ (R)J (BeL^) is a continuous right
complementer on (37.

PROOE.That p is a right comnlementor is immediate from

Theorem 3.3.2. show that it is continuous. Let ^Rn:n=o,1
.be a set of minimal right ideals of fl^and suppose there

are elements a €R such that a 4ai(|, Then we must show that
n n n'

Rn| is p-convergent to RQ. Let E^ be the projection by
(Rn; ) of cri onto Rn. Nowj since the norm |j|j majorises the
operator norm^we see that / an-ao/p>0. Ret tbe al£et>na
K(H),;then the natural complementor in tj- is continuous by
Theorem 2,4..8, Now let be the closed subspace (^(Rn) of
and Pn the orthogonal projection onto S „ Now it can easily
be verified that multiplication on the left bv Pn gives rise
to the operator E^ on <37 and. to the projection by ()')
of ^ onto an^-5 then7by the continuity of ' in

Let X be a minimal left ideal of dfythe'n"^ *=jx Gtg'fge# •
fixed and xeH variable^ and^by Lemma 2.4.13 in C8J ^the map
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x & g'-^x is a bi-continuous isomorphism of £. onto H; also

En(x & g)^Pnx, It is now clear that converges -uniformly
to Eq on any minimal left ideal. Thu3 p is continuous.

We now specialise to the infinite dimensional case.

THEOREM 3.3.16, If J|is a -orimitive Banach algehra whose
minimal left ideals are infinite dimensional » then^if p
is a right complementer on Of p is continuous,

PROOF, Construct a LSC q in J and a right complementer p^

in 1 as in Theorems 3,3.8 and 3,3."10 (the relevant part of

the proof of Theorem 3.3.^ does not use the continuity of p)
Nowjsince £. is infinite dimensional,, p^ is continuous. Then
let loe a sequence of elements of <0£that are contained

in minimal right ideals Rn; suppose -|_an^ converges to a
and that s&Lis a minimal right ideal R. Let S=^(R),sn=J(Rn)«
Let E E he the projections "by (S;S^-)t °- Si on"k°
S, S , Then multiplication on the left by E, E in B(„£) gives

*

"Q * * >p
in ^"the projections by (, (fa))'). (/yv.(/^n» e>
of ^ onto ' als° "fche regular representation
gives a mapping a>T& oftftinto and this is continuous. Thus

T^) and Tae^.S) 7nd jTa ""^a/^°> then^by the continuity
of p «we see that IE -El^O, However, E ,E are easily seen toG ' I xx ' XI

be equal to the restrictions to £ of the projections by

^Rn'RnP^ and(R, Rp) of dt onto Rft, R; now}since jE^E^O fwe
see that these projections are uniformly convergent on„£.
The result follows since jQis arbitrary.
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U,REPRESENTATION THEOREMS IN THE SEMI-SIMPLE CASE.

We begin this section by showing that^if ft is a semi-simple
Banach algebra "with a right complementor p and

is the family of all minimal closed two-sided ideals of 01 f

then p is continuous if and only if all the induced right

complementers p^ in ^ are continuous. We then proceed to
extend the results for the primitive case to this general

case by methods analogous to} and suggested by^J3 of Chapter 2.
The situation here is more complicated for^if E^ denotes
the projection by °T on^0 ^-?We knew in the B *
case that the norm of E^ as an operator on &l was 1; in the
present case,however, we are unable to give an upper bound to

these norms. Equally, we cannot give an example of a case in

which no such bound exists.

THEOREM 3.bm^» The right comolemontor p is continuous if and

only if the right complementer p^ is continuous for each
PROOF. Suppose ^Rn:n=0,1,. .j is a set of minimal right ideals
of &X • Then each Rn is contained in a minimal closed two-.
sided ideal of Ol(vvoof of Lemma 2.8.8 in [*8J ); denote by £f
this minimal closed two-sided ideal. Suppose also that

is a sequence in flTthat satisfies a <eR , a -> aeR as n^0>o.
n nJ n o •

We show that there exists N such that^for n>N^ an€i/o: suppose
the contraryj if possible. Then^talcing a sub—sequence if
necessary^ we have a sequence a^01, a^ a, an<^0~ ^an=(°) •
Let t€70; //ta//=//t(a_an)f/ </|t////a-an//fand letting n we have
ta=0. Thus ^Qa=(0)and hence^by the topological simplicity

f an'a ^0
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of £f0jWe have a=0;which Is the required contradiction. Thus
we can" assume that the sequence .jR^Jis contained in ^ for
some X in/; then^if px is continuous^ is px~convergent;
and hence p—convergent to R (if i|l^s a ®in.imai left ideal
of ffl that is not contained in then the projection hy

(Ry R ) of 0%, onto R xs zero on / for and^if j then
the restrictions to £ of the projection hy (R,Re) of tftonto

'

p~
R and the projection hy (R,R ) of onto R are equal).
It follows that p is continuous if each px is continuous.
The converse is clear? since a sequence of minimal right ideals
of ^ is also a sequence of minimal right ideals of

NOTATION. Let R he any closed right ideal of (ft. Then will

denote Rn#^; ER will denote the projection hy (R;RP) of
onto R; E^ will denote •

THEOREM 5.U.2. For any a inflh E\(ERa)=El
X̂

PROOF. We have a=ERa+(1-ER)a;and thus E^a=E^(ERa)+E^(l-ER)a.
Now hy Theorem 3.2.6 is a dense suhspace of ER0l; and
hy proposition 3.2.5 (i) E (2^)=^. Thus^ since E^ is
continuous and R^ is closed^ it is clear that E^(Er<A)=R^.
Similarly, since 7i\ % is a dense suhspace of (1-ER)tft
and E ( ?_R P^) =R we see that Ex(1~ER)flfr=R \|J< /v J-l» *

Thus Exa=ExERa + Ex(1-ER)a
and E^a=Er) E.a + (1-E-, )E,a and in these expressionsA A A *

EXSRa» ERxEXa €RX' EX^^"~ER^a' €RXP°^X=EX •

ThuSjhy the uniqueness of the decomposition "P^We have
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a- (1 ) a)=E„^a.

COROLLARY 3-4.3* Le_t A' ke any subset of A. For each °x a

minimal closed right ideal of 01 contained in Let 1°e Pr°Oection
by (3^;of frt onto 3^ ; and let | denote the operat°r norm of "the
restriction of Ux to Then supjju*!^: ^ € A'jcoo .

PROOFt Let R=cl(^U^Jl). Then R is a closed right i<3-eaI of
£)£and Er is a "bounded operator; let M "be its houn<I. Then ,

if ael^l E\ERa=Ep a and E\(1~Er)a=(1~er )a.
A. A.

Also a=ER a+(1-ER )a and E^aeR^cR; we shall show that
(1-Ep^)a<fRE? from which we can deduce that Epa=Ejj^a«
Now (1-Er )a=Ex(l-ER)a=Ex(1-ER Jae^nR^cR15.

\ \

Also Er =\,since E^E^E^EjclC S U^dl)) =U^7„ and ^ =£
A. A. — .

Therefore ER/C7^=Ux/£7^? and it follows that the operator
norm of on ^ is <M.
Now assume any 1—sided ideal of ffl has dimension >2.
LEMMA 3.h»U. If is any right complementer in 3^ and

P.

K-)ol(ZRA ) is a contlnupus right complementer in (fTZ^then
we can select minimal left ideals in ^ and induce
inner products ( , in ^ such that P^=P( ) an(I there"K

o p 2
is a finite constant M such that j|x/| «s(x, x If for all
x in and all \ in A .

PROOF, Each p^ is continuous hy Theorem 3»l4-.1 and^since
the dimension of any minimal left ideal in (L is at least

three^we may take any minimal left ideal in ^ and
induce an inner product (»)^ in such that P^Pf ) and
the inner product norm is equivalent to the original norm ,

(from Theorem3.3.11)«
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Also this situation will "be unaltered "by multiplication of

(»\ "by any positive real constant. So choose (,)^ to
satisfy |) \)< \ )x iwhere | is the inner product norm.

Suppose that with this choice of inner products it is not

possible' to find the required constant M. Then there exists

a sequence -pVpJcA, such that j ^ n jj ||. Let xn he an
element of such that jjx^jl^l and (x^x^)^ =icn2>n2,r ^iso

there are elements xQn in such that |ixoni! > (XQ >xon^
n . . n

Now *on=XVV where xn'xxn;then N \2+(xA'xA>^ ♦

and therefore (xn',xn')<2 and \\j<f2/kn</2/n; thus
[jxnfj| ^J}xon|| - |X| |jxn||>1-|2/n. (We omit the subscript vrtiere
no ambiguity can arise).

We shall consider the sub space of jL generated bv y =J-x +x 'A " ^n k n n •
n n

Let R be the closed right ideal j(£y7) of % ; then K. isn ^ n vA.n n
also a closed right ideal of 01jand we shall denote by
the projection by (R ;R„P) of (yf onto R » Then if )U )id. n n / id n

denotes the operator norm of the restriction of to ^ ;

we see from Corollary 3.U.3. that supJU^j^ =M Cl),
n

Prom the work in Chapter 2 it is clear that restricted to

is eQual to the operator y^,®y„^ /v n ii n n

Then Kin xn/|= .
iyn,yn;

However yn=(l/kn)xn+xn'? and ,so (yn»yn)^3; (xn,yn)=kn>n;
and NrdklK'H-lb^n^nil?1-^/n "1A*
Therefore |Unjn >(n/3) 0-2/n-l/n^),, which contradicts (I),
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We are now able to give our representation Theorem,

THEOREM 3.I+.5. If 0\ is a semi-simple Banach algehra each

of whose minimal one-sided ideals has dimension at least three

and if p is a continuous right complementer on (Jl^then 0] has
a. f-ait'hf-ul eon t invous representation ft- IP on a TTllhert

spae'e Hv Por any closed right ideal R of :

^h:heTaH, afcR|X=cl|h:h^TaH, a^Rp|; Rp=|a;TaH^5h:h eT&H, acR^j.
PROOF, Let X e he the family of all minimal closed

two-sided ideals of dp. Select minimal left ideals in£^
as in Lemma 3,^.^and induce inner products (, in as
in the same Lemma, Then each^ is a minimal left ideal of

We shall construct the direct sum of the left regular

representations a>Ta^ of Ot on Let H "be the sum

(»)\) "t^ie notation of jf"8j page 1.97, R is the
collection of all elements f of the direct sum of the Hilhert

suaces A that satisfy \ f(^=( SL If (a) I. H is a HilhertA. A*<kA ^ 4

space with inner product (f, g) = ^(f (A), g(\) A. Now for
* Ar

each a in61 define the operator Ta by:

(Taf)(X)=TaXf(?0.
Now (JTa^f (7i)|J«s |ja |j|(f (?l)l(<||a|| jf (\) |^; and thus for any f in H
£|(Taf)(70!2 <M2 H|Taf(7i)j|2 < M^aft2 £\f(»|2 co ; and thus* A ^

T„f<=?H, Therefore the direct sum of the representations

a-^Ta^ is defined. Also j Ta] ^ M(|a |(}so that the repf6 sentat-
ion a -^Ta is continuous,

% %
To prove the remainder we first observe that Ta .

Also,if Ro'J^ 9 then J(R ^)=iJ(P0 0 <£^ 9where denotes
cl( h:h<sT H aeR /, Now let R he any closed right idsal. of

p. -

From Theorem 3,2,6 R=cl( ^R^;7v£A) and Rp—cl'(
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and^since the operator norm of is majorised hy fjajfjjit
follows that V. a, %TLk! an« {h:h€Taff, aesr^ Xj
are dense subspaces of v/(R), ^(rP) respectively.

Thus ^(R)"L=^h:h(Xi)ec?(Rx> ),h(\)=0,7t^1;all finite sets \i'L
= |'h.h(>0e j^(R>) * J
= {h:h(>)eJ,l(R;?k) )
= cl|h:heT H,L Q,

= ji(Rp).

We now show that the representation is faithful:

suppose a€£tand Ta=0• then hy Lemma 1.3. a<£- nor =R, and it
can he verified that R^= E^atJ^. Now, since R=cl("2.R^), given
any £ >0? there is a set : i=1. ,n(t)^ and elements h.£R^
such that || a-(h^+. c 1^)11 sS£/2; also "b^ E^ a^.and so there
exist elements c. such that ||h.-E ac.|<£/2n;1 x

i

now J|a~(E^ ac1+..E^ acn)|{ ^j|a-(h1 + . .t>n)| +£j|ciH ^ £•,
1 n L=i i

However. S,a=0,si nee and the restriction to £L* A. "
7\.

of ais faithful.

Therefore \\ail<2; thus a=0 as required.

Finally we show that.if ^HelCR)^ then aeRp. Ouppose—bliere' ^ Let dtdl;
irS some _a fn-p whirfn this i s__not--e^rr j/then put a=a^+a^ where

a^R, a2eRp; then ,for any h in H ^ Tah=Ta^h+Ta h;and thus,
sinceiCR)"1 =4(R^), Tn h<fi(R)n^(R)X = (o); it follows that T =0

1 1

and^since the representation is faithful^ a^=0 and a=a^eR^.
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In the next Theorem we show that^if a right complementer
in a semi-simple Banach algehra can "be expressed in this form^
then it is continuous.

THEOREM 3.U.6. Let (Jibe a semi-simple algehra of operators on

a Hilhert space H that Is a Banach algebra under a norm 1/
that majorises the operator norm jj. Suppose R->Rp=£a:aHcRH^
is a right complementer in OT,lhen p is continuous.

PROOF. Let LeAj he the family of all minimal closed two-
sided ideals of fa. Then tfl is equal to the topological sum

of the ideals an<S|- in each of these a right complementer

p^ is induced. By Theorem 3.U.'' P is continuous if each p^
is continuous. Let fL H=H. . Let R he any closed right idealK K

of

then R'X=Rpnt/x=(a;aE^RHx, a«<^}.
However^if aHc H^put a^za^+a^, a-|€\» then agHcH^rtfh =(0)^
and thus a^O and a^X.
Thereforejif denotes orthogonality in the Hilhert space

P"\ ^

? R = "j a: aHcRH J j and then it can i?e seen from the
proof of Theorem 3»3.''U that p is continuous.

THE OPERATORS E..

It remains an open question whether there is a constant M

such that | E^i sjM for all X in /\ , From Theorem 7i.L.5 we see
that for any a in fJl there i® only a countable set c. A

for which E^aP- An equivalent question to the above is Wile¬
's^

ther each a may he expressed in the form a= a . It is
M Ci' 1clear that ;if this limit is in y^then it is equal to a ? hut

In general we can only say that there is a set a. .^E.
<Vj) ^ *1

such that |j ]^aj_j-a |( and a^-^E^ a as
i-=i i
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5. ATTN IHILATCR CONDITIONS 4

We begin this section "by examining the form the representat-i-

ion of Theorem 3.3.13 takes if the algebra Jlis an

annihiiator algebra . We show that a simple algebra of

compact operators on a Hilbert space that is a Banach algebra

■under a norm j| |( that majorises the operator norm / I and has a

continuous right complementer p is an annihiiator algebra

if and only if it contains all operators of finite rank on H.

We show further thatt,if such an algebra is either right or

left annihiiator;then it is an annihiiator algebra; moreover
it will then be dual. Some of these results are capable

of complete extension to the semi-simple case; a semi—simple

Banach algebra with a continuous right complementer p is

an annihiiator algebra if it is either a left annihiiator

or a right annihiiator algebra; in order to obtain the

stronger resu.lt concerning its duality we must include in

the hypothesis the condition that some left comnlementor

can also be defined on . There is a natural candidate for

a left complementor in a right comnlemented annihiiator

algebra; for any closed left ideal of#. At the

end of this section we examine the related questions of

whether this is a left complementor and whether <Tf is self-

adjoint with respect to the partial involution defined in 01

by the involution in the representing algebra 0(H).

Now let Ol~be a simple Banach algebra with a continuous

right complementor p. Let JL=lk be a minimal left ideal

of Oxand e a p-projection. Then an inner product can be

induced in £ so that jf is a Hilbert space .and it is clear that

by suitable scalar multiplication we can have (e,e)=1.

In future we shall assume that the dimension of ,L is at least three.
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LEMMA 5,5.'', If denotes the representation of 0"L on

the Hilbert space £. given by the left regular representation

of <fT on £ as in Theorem 3.3.13? then Ta=a ® e for all a in
PROOF, If a^j^and b is an arbitrary element of X-jthen
ab=aebe=ba for some and thus Ta is an operator of rank
one; let p^.£ satisfy Ta=a @ p. Nosince X is a minimal
left ideal of d"J^it follows that ^T^a^i.^ = jb ® p: bcljf^
Nov/ ae=T&e=(a & p)e=(e,p)ae for all a in £_ y and thus (e,p)=1,
Nov/ let R=e5Z , R10=(l-e)<?I; then z <= R^nJe ^ (e&p) z=ez=0 and

therefore (p,z)=0.
Then write p=f+g where ffcRe = [e J, gsRI3e=e ; (e,p) = (e,f) and
so (e,f')=1 and f=e; also geR^n/fie and so (p,g)=0<a»d therefore

(^»g) = (g,t>)-(g,f)=0 and so g=0 and p=e,

PROPOSITION 3.S.2. The following are equivalent:

the lmagei Of 01 contains all operators of -finite rank on£;
(ii) there is a scalar \ such thahif x,ye£and there is an

SiAck. rko.t '

a inOl)vTa=x & y; then /) a|| ^7l!jx||||y|| J
(iii) <01 is left annihilator,

PROOFt (ii)y(i): Let £^=^ye/:x & y=Ta for some aetf^all x
and for y in /^define II yli^ =//ailv/here T&=e ® y.

Then it can be seen from Lemma 2.U.11 in [8J that £ is

complete under the norm // //. Write ||Ta/| for II a I} ,

Then for any x in£;(x®x) (x&x)=(x, x) (x®x); and therefore
} x/ |pc®xJ| = lKx®e) (eax)U^J|x|^\x|^, However?the inner product
norm | \ is equivalent to the original norm in £^and therefore
there is some scalar constant (3 such that ||x|U(3|ix|| (xeC).
Also by hypothesis^ |Jx®y|| ^7t|jx|||iy||^and^putting x=eJ)we have
|j y/l **l/yli. Thus ft I)and /| //^are equivalent on Therefore
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£)i A

£J is complete with, respect to fj H and dense in [L. with respect
~t~ ot *

to If jf ; it follows that/>jCand that the image of contains
all operators of finite rank,

(i) -=)(ii); If t we consider the identity map from / onto L ,

Prom the first part we have II //< 8ll II and now the closed

graph theorem gives a such that (/ I/, The result

follows.
proper

(i)(iii): let I? die any/closed right ideal of dj. Then

J(R) is a proper closed subspace of /; therefore there exists
+8 / L

an element xlofsuch that xeJ(R). Then if acR:
t°

(x&x)TaX = (0) and therefore (x&x)Ta=0 ; now there is some h^in
0£such that x®x =T^ and T^a=0; since the representation
is faithful j ha=0 for an a in R and thus h<=R^»
(iii)^(i): let x he a given element of / ; let S he x^and let
R=J(S). Consider R^; this is non-zero since R is proper?
and so it contains a minimal left ideal which will he

Jafe0fcTa=ui&v for some fixed v in X and u varying in , We
will show that v«f[xJ. Let hfcS, then (u@v)h=0,and thus
(h,v)u=0 for all u in X. ; it follows that (h,v)=0; hut h

was an arbitrary element of S and so V€.S' Thus \x € I4^
for some non-zero \ in C}and therefore X6L*

THEOREM 3»5#3. If 0"! is a primitive Banach algehra with

a continuous right complementor p.the following are equivalent ;

(i) Olis a left annihilator algehra;

(ii) Oi is a- right' ahnihilator algehra;

(iii) ^ is an annihilator algehra;

(iv) <21 is dual.

ISyJWem 3.3.13,L" is dense in f ... respect to 11 which is equivalent on C to H
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PROOF, (i)^(iii) :Let a-^Ta "be the representation of Theorem
3.7»l3^Where £ is chosen to he a minimal left ideal that
contains a p-projection. Then^hy Proposition 3.3.2^ the
image of PC.contains all operators of finite rank on Also

heing a Hilhert space^is reflexive, Now^ since the socle
of ox is dense in d^and the image of the socle in the
representation is the set of an operators of finite rank

on ^Theorem 2,8,23 in £8j completes the proof.
(iii) ^itir)' By Lemma 1.3 a€a<77for any a in <Tr. Now?hy the

proof of Theorem 2.8.27 in jfsj^we see that i*Lls dual,

(ii)^(iii): We first show that no proper closed suhspace S
of jf7can he dense in L . Let h-^OL: ^&Lmc sf; then L is a
closed left ideal of ^tand ? if x hut xelythen there is
an a in Ol such that T&=x®x; a^d clearly a^L so that L is
proper. Therefore there is a non-zero closed right ideal

R that annihilates L. Suppose that S is dense in £. Then,
for an h,h' in ti (LRh,h')=0 and so^since for x in <£. and some
P> in C II xtf <8llx/l (see proof of Proposition 3.5.2)?it can
he seen that (Rh, S)=0» then^hy the density in L of S; Rh=(0).
Therefore R=(0) which is a contradiction. Thus no proper

closed suhspace of Z^is dense in £..
Now consider the identity map I from the normed linear

space tf_) onto the normed linear space (/If//). Denote
these spaces hy respectively. Let S he a maximal

closed suhspace of > then l[S) is certainly closed in •

If it is not maximal closed then it is contained in a

maximal closed suhspace M;I(M) contains S and "by the maximal-

ity of S^is dense inofcgj "but this is a contradiction since
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If is proper. Thus I (S) is maximal closed. Now let Q "be

a maximal closed subspace of 3^ ; then l(Q) is not dense in
and So "there is a maximal closed subspace N of J0> "that

contains l(Q). Then f*(N) is a maximal closed subspace of

that contains Qj therefore it must he equal to Q and so

N*=I(Q), Thus l(Q) is maximal closed. Now hy Lemma B in

feJ I is a homeomorphism. It is then clear thatj^is complete
with respect to |j (i and thus that.^%/. Thus hy Proposition
3.5.2 frlzs a left annihilator aigehra.

The remaining implications are trivial. The Theorem is thus

proved if the dimension of £ is not 1,or 2^hut these cases
are clear. This completes the proof.

We have shown that }if the aigehra (It is an annihilator or
dual aigehra^then the representation Theorem 3.3 3 can
he strengthened ; that is we can now say that the image of

the socle is the set of all ouerators of finite rank on <£ .

This result generalises Theorem 7 in We now give

a converse.

THEOREM 3.5.U. Let 07 he an aigehra of operators on a

Hilhert space H that is the closure with respect to a norm

that majorises the operator norm of the set of all operators

of finite rank on H. If 01 also satisfies E0IC<flfor every

orthogonal projection E on H.then it is a dual aigehra with

a continuous right complementer.

PROOF. Immediate from Theorems 3.3.and 3.5.3.

In J^6 we shall show hy a counter-example that a simple
Banach aigehra with a continuous right complementor need not

he an annihilator aigehra.
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We now extend some of these results to the semi—simple case.

THEOREM 3,5.5. Let 3~[ he a semi-simple Banach algebra with

a continuous right complementer p; then the following are

equivalent:

(i): 011 is a left annihiiator algebra;

(ii): 07, is a right annihiiator algebra;

(iii)i£Flis an annihiiator algebra;

(iv): every closed right ideal of (Tt is an annihiiator ideal.

PROOF, (i)^(iii): Let aJ be the family of all minimal
closed two-sided ideals of $1. Thenjfrom Theorem 3.U.1 and
the proof of Theorem 8 in j~lj?each ^ is a simple left
annihiiator algebra with a continuous right complementer p. .

Therefore^by Theorem 3.5.3^ it is an annihiiator algebra.

Then^by Theorem 2.8.29. in C8j><Jtis an annihiiator algebra.
(ii)r^(iii): is exactly the same with right annihiiator
substituted throughout for left annihiiator.

(i)^(iv): as above each is a simple left annihiiator

algebra with a continuous right complementer. Therefore

by Theorem 3.5.3 ^ is dual. Also by Lemma 1.3. aea~5}for
every a in 0t; then by the proof of Theorem 2.8.29 in f8j[
we see that every closed right ideal of c^is an annihiiator

ideal.

The remaining implications are clear.

As a corollary we obtain a generalisation of Theorem 9

of b *j.
COROLLARY 3.5.6* If 01 satisfies the conditions of the Theorem

and also a left complementer can be defined on 01 ?then 0-( is
dual.

PROOF,Immediate from the analogue of Lemma 1.3 for a left

comnlemented algebra and Theorem 2.8.29 in C® J.
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We now return to the simple case. Let 07 he a simple Banach
algebra with a continuous right complementor p. Suppose also

that has no left ideals of dimension less than three. Then

£\has a continuous representation aiTa in the algebra K(H)
of all compact operators on a HiXbert space H. The involution

in K(H) induces a partial involution (i.e. an involution

that is defined on a subspac© of Si). in it. If <07 is also

known to be an annihiiator algebra then its socle will be

self—adjoint with respect to the involution. Again^if (Si is
an annihiiator (and hence dual) aigebra^then there is a

natural mapping L^L^- defined on the set of all closed left

ideals of <J\ by L^L^J^. It is easy to see that this satis¬
fies the analogues for left comnlementors of »$

°(iii)' and C(iv)«
There remain two unanswered questions:

(i) When is the Image of self-adjoint in K(ff)? Equivaiently,

When is the partial involution an involution?

(ii) When is q a left complementor?

We give partial answers to these questions in the next

two Theorems.

THEOREM ^.E.7. Let 0[,be a simple annihiiator algebra with

a continuous right complementor p and no minimal left ideals

of dimension less than three. Then there is a constant K

such that // x*7/^Kj(x jl for an x in 01 whose image T in the
. A.

representation is of rank one.
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PROOF, Let e^ he any p-projection in ffl. JL the norm H II
and the inner product norm / / are equivalent (Theorem 3.

let a, 0 satisfy p|y| «|jyjj«x|y| (yth).
Now T = e.e ® e.e /"(e.e.e.e), and thus

e.. 1 1 / i * i )

!|eiB = llTe1ll =#eie ® eieiy/eie'2 ^Heie ® eU2/{eiei 2 =HeieH/^ei^"
(X is the constant of Proposition 0.0.2).

Now suppose that K cannot he found; there exists a sequence

lan^ su°h "that a^OXis a minimal right ideal and ||an|\ <Vn
and Ha*|\ =1. Let e he the p—projection contained in a^'' n » n — • n

(e exists since all maximal ideals of Gl are modular).

l|anll =HTaj' =Bxn ® ynII ^Vnl^n* =*aVn® yn*
=Xa2|yn® xnj *(\a2/p )(/y 8 xj =(\a2/$) U T& jj

n

= (\a^/ (3) !^anii <(Xa//pn); Which is the required
contradiction.

THEOREM 3.5.8. Let <5"\ he a simple annihilator algehra with

a continuous right complementer p and with no minimal left

ideals Whose dimension is less than three. Then.of tibhe

following.(i),(ii),(iii) are equivalent and (iv) is a
/ •

consequence of the rest;

(i) the partial involution induced in #7 hy the representation

a ~)T^ is continuous;
(ii) 'tis self—adjoint with respect to this involution.;

(iii) R =R^ for all closed right ideals R of £~t;
(iv) q is a left complementor.

PROOF, (i)^(ii): fhe socle is dense and self—adjoint with

respect to the involutionjand so the result is clear.
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(ii)'7>(i): If til is a Banach^-algebra then it is an A*-fllgehra
Where Ja|= j Tp|is the auxiliary norm. Therefore Theorem
k. 1. 15 in gives the result.

(ii)^(iii): let R he any closed right ideal of dy and let
S=<J(R). Now^ using Theorem 3»3.'3^ we have
Rp= ^a: (TaH,TbH)=0 h e RJ = <£ar (H,T&^H)=0 he R^

' =2ia: Ta^h"° =Ri^*
(iii)^(ii): Suppose acS?, a*£ <31 j let R=(aC|)R; then hy

hypothesis R^=R^ ; however "by Lemma 1.3j R^5 contains a
and thus R^ contains a ^ Which is a contradiction.
(ii)-=^(iv): let L he any closed left ideal of Crf, Then let
E he the orthogonal projection of H onto (|(R) (R=L Vj Then

V[a:VETaj; now LrP=tri*-L*S thus ^Vl^VV*
=^a:Ta=TaEj- nnd L=Lrl= |a;Ta=Ta(1-E)L Also;since <3/ is
self-adjoint with respect to the involution induced hy the

natural involution in K(H)^ we have for any a there
are elements c,d in ^7 such that T =T * =(ET V)=(T E) and

^ C C d d.
=((1-E)Ta*)=(Ta(1-E))6 It is now clear that

6l=L+L^ and thus that q. is a left complementor.
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6eSOME COUNTER-EXAMPLES,

EXAMPLE 3.6.1. A Banach algebra with a continuous right

complementor that is not an annihiiator algebra.

Let H be any infinite dimensional Hilbert space; let T

be a lower semi-bounded self—adjoint transformation on H

(i.e. (x, x)«; (Tx, x) for an x in H) that is not boundedt
Let the domain of T be HQo)and for x,y in Hqo define
(x,y)' to be (Tx,y). Then Hqo with the inner product (,)T
is a nre-Hilbert snace; then 4if H is the Hilbert snace'

o

completion of Hqo and the inner product is extended by
continuity to HQ,we have (x,y)' = (Tx,y) (yeHo,xeHoo)
(see results on page 335 i*1 £9j

Consider the algebra of operators on H generated by the

set of all operators of the form (x®y) where xsH,yeHQ.
Define <T"on 070 by <f(a)= sup j(||aTh||:heHoci||h||0=lj
| |jQ denotes the inner product norm in Hq. Then it is
clear that r is a norm on . Also ®~(a)^j|a|n Where fiHis the

operator norm in£t. Using this It can be verified that
a

<T(ab)<(T(a)^(b) for all a,b in tf^Jjet^ibe ^completion.
Now ^ySTete#1 fixed and y varying through HC is clearly

L ° J
a minimal left ideal L of St and |e&y:e€H fixed and y varying
through Hq^ is a minimal right ideal ^.pf<y. Also H is
tonologicaily equivalent with 1_ and Hq with R.

However^if ffl is an annihiiator algebra^Ho=H and<T(x@y)<7v|(X|ngr||
for all x,y in H. Thus M/yli0^^//y?|; and it can be concluded
that T is bounded.

We show that 0tis right complemented; since H is infinite

1 ^-nsert: and whose domain is dense in H
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dimensional the right comrlemontor will then he continuous.

For any closed right ideal R of define R^ to he

jac-St: (ah, RH)=0 for all h in Hj,
We show that^if <£> denotes the completion of 01 in the norm

ft />(i.e. ^ =K(H)); then <£$icov* then follow that
01satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3,2 (ii).

Suppose that and a is an element of finite rank: of &l.

Then ha eat and G'(ha)<||hf|<$'(a). The result follows^ since
elements of finite rank are^dense in £7.

Notice that this example shows tthat an algehra of operators

satisfying the stronger relation of Theorem 3,3.2 (i.e. (ii))
need not have either of the one—sided annihilator properties.

In Example 2 of 1>] Saworotnow gives an example of a
hi—complemented algehra that is also a Hilhert space ^

in which R^=R for an closed right ideals R and a similar

relationship holds for closed left ideals j hut which is
not an annihilator algehra.
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NOTATION

adjoint p^-derived map, p'f (U2)

continuous complementor (B*-case) ( 9)

continuous right complementor (65)

initial point (16)

projection "by (S;T) (67)

p-convergence (B -case) (U7)

(general case) (65)

p-derived map, Pf ( 9)

p-proJection ( h)

p—representing operator, T, (19)

'-projection (9); > , > i * \ 3 —(11)
ex —(16); fx —(20); [x] — (11);

J* $ (B-case) —(12);J ,J (general case) —(69)
~(71>

\ —(58) j \ —(78); Er (35,78)

P< > —02).


